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Introduction. On the issues surrounding the Hegelian <<au/lleben» operation. I'm with Marx. Although I
learned much from Hegel, I reject Hegelianism, as further explicated below.

There is, in "Marxian" discolUlSc today, a habit of conceptual vagueness - inherited, T suspect, in Marxian
circles at least, from the influence of the Frankfurt School. This habit infects, particularly. discussions of the
Marxian dialectic, of the <<aujheben» process, etc. It docs so in a way that makes most such discussions
come off as essays in obscurantism. It leads, if not to "mysticism", then at least to a foggy "nrist-icism" of
lL~lesslyvague shibboleths and "articles of faith". It leads, at best, to discussions which only a handful of elite
academic specialists could ever comprehend, if their "mutual understanding" even deserves the name of
"comprehension".

It is possible to be much more concrete, much more specific, and much more accessible in such discussions.
Indeed, it is even possible to explicate these dialectical concepts in tenns of the everyday empirical content of
contemporary human life-activity, as I will demonstrate below.

Recall that Marx's key concepts - in Dos Kupital, in the Grondrisse, etc.•• arc a rich 'cumulum' of organized,
orchestrated thought.determinatiOlL". Richly so textured, they fonn a veritable 'mental organism' of 'thought·
<<speci»-fications'.

Regarding this "'concreteness of human thought"', to quote Marx himself:

"The concrete is the concrete because it is the concelJ"atiOIJ ofmany determination.)', hence unily ofthe diverse.

It appears in the process of thinking, therefore, as a process of concentration, as a result, not as a point of depanure, even
though it is the point ofdeparture in reality, and hence also the point of depanure for observation and conception.

Along the first path [the initiul proce.u, of observation and conception, of Marx's "method of discovery"; 0/
generalization and abstraction - Anonymous], the full conception was evaporated to yield an abstract determination;
along the second [the, succeeding, oppositely-directed meLhodological path. of evoking from immanence, and then
adding·back and [ac]cumulating determinations, and, thereby, moving into greater '''thought-concreteness'''; Marx's
"method ofpresematlon" - Anonymous], the abstract detenninations lead towards a reproduction ofthe concreJe by way
ofthought.

... In this way Hegel fell into the illusion of conceiving the real as the product of thought concentrating itself, probing its
own depths, and unfolding itself out of itself, by itselt~ whereas the method of rising from the abstract to the concrete is
the only wuv in which thought appropriates the concrete, reproduces it as the concrete in the milld.

But Ihis is by no means the process by which the concrete itself comes into being." [Karl Marx, Gnmdrisse, M.
Nicolaus, translator, Penguin Books, 1973, p. 101. emplrasis added by Anonymousl.

I hold that, what we find. in the realm of human social systems [e.g., of '"primitive communism", of the
progressions of class societies sincc, and of the predicted irruption of class-less. state-less. higher 'democratic
communist' global 'human-species society', or 'species-wide sociely1 are a variety of 'diachronic !!!&1!!
systems'. 1 hold also that what we ftnd, in the realm of human thought-systems [such ali philosophical systems,
scientific systems, and mathematical systems], are a variety of 'diachronic meta-systems'. We frnd, that is. a
variety of historical progressions of multiple, qualitatively different, ontologically-different, predecessor
successor systems. We fmd pairs of predecessor systems followed by their successor systems, with each pair
interconnected causally. This 'pouern oftollnwership', of system '''following from'" system, is a '''logic....
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Each such predecessor/successor system is characterized, at first, by a longer period of gradual, internal
'''evolution''', characterized mainly by a "law-like" '"dvnamic''' of growing quantitativelY. of changing/rising
quantities all apparently within the limits of that system's 'essence-ial', characteristic qualities/ontology. That
period is followed by a second period leading up to a 'meta-finite singularity'. This second period is a much
shorter period, a period of' meta-evolution', or of '" revolution"'. It exhibits a 'meta-lawful' 'meta-dynamic' in
which new, unprecedented qualities/ontology manifestly irrupts from wilhin the iIUlennost, immanent core of
that system. This irruption causes that system to grow qualitatively, i.e., to grow ontologically, to grow out of
and to outgrow the bOlU1ds of its fonner self-definition / <<speci»-fie '''csscncc'''!'qualitativitv' and identity.
Thus, this second period becomes that of the birth of a qualitatively new, ontologically-new,
'"incommensurable''' successor system/identity.

Still, such a successor system characteristically not only <<nujheben» conserves much of its predeeessor
system's - and predecessor-systems' -- ontology, but also appropriates that conserved ontology to itself. This
produces an unprecedented 'ontological hybridization' of old and new ontology. This proccss of ontological
hybridization is such that each such new, emergent system evolves from an early, merely "(ormal
subsumption" g[ that predecessor ontology, to, later on, a fullcr, "real subsumption" of that predecessor
ontology,!lJ!. its own, '«Weci-»ic', 'neo-ontology'. Also, in that very process, this 'successor system' begins
the engenderment of its own' successor system'; the process of its own 'becoming predecessor' .

Nevertheless, I claim, this selD·iterated self-transformation, of an inJanl predecessor system "'evolving'" into
a mature predecessor system, thence 'meta-evolving', by 'immanent-revolution', or 'self-revolution', into a
successor system - the very 'self-iteration' that constitutes the 'diachronic meta-system' - can be clearly
accounted for, with hreathtaking generality, by the concretized concept of the <<au/heben» operation that I
will present below.

Including the self-irruption of new ontology -- '"incommensurable''' with the old ontology - these system
'self-revolutions' can be formulated, not only narratively, in phonetic, phonogramic symbols, but also ~- and
with far grcatcr compactness, or 'semantic density' of syntax -- mathematkally, in ideogramic symbols.

This is possible, for example, by using a ncw, 'holistic-dynamics notatfun' - a revolutionary new system of
dialectical mathematics, developed by Foundation Encyclopedia Dialectica, or F.E.D., for short, whose
principal websites are www.dialectics.org, and www.adventures-in-dialectics.org.

This "shorthand" notation, this new ideogramic languagc systcm for dialectics, is onc which itself arises as an
'ideo-self-revolution' - via an immanent critique, i.e., via a dialectical, determinate, self-negation -- of the
existing, "Standard" system of mathematics, from out of the iooennost core of that "Standard" system. it so
arises via the self-application of the same generic «aufteben» self-operation "!llt the existing, "Standard",
system of mathematics, to the existing, "Standard", system of mathematics. Tllis self-action arises from out of
the immanent, inlernal, self-inadequacies, self-"'incompletenesses"', or 'selD·dualities', of that "Standard"
systemllanguage of mathematics itself.

Specifically, it arises out of the implicit 'self-duality' of "qualitative" versus "quantitative" in that "Standard"
sy~1em. It arises out or the 'intra-duality' of 'qualifier' versus 'quantifier', which is immanent to, and implicit
in, the modem mathematical concept of 'unit-y', of '"the unit", of 1. This 'intra-duality' also manifests
externally, [psycho-]historically, in a vast conceptual cha<;m. This cha<;m, on one side, features the less
exchange-value-permeated, or Ancienl, prevailing conception of lhe unit - of the «monal!» [or «1l0va9>
in Ancient Greek] - per the Platonic <<Arithmos Monadikos», and per Diophantus' circa 250 C.E.
<<Arithmetik€», with its syncopated 'qualifier' symbol, MAO, for the generic qualitative «Monad».
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This c~'1Il features, on its other side, the far more exchange-value.permeated, or Modern, conception of the
•unit-y' of the "Natural" Numbers, as 'pure quantifiers'.

Even more profoundly, this 'intra~duality' is met externally, [Psycho-]historically, in the Platonic doctrine oflhe
<<o.rUllmos eidetikos»; of Plato's <<f!sumbleto£» ["!!Q!!.-addible"J, "dialectical idea-Itllmbers",

Indeed, the new system of language arises, by one of several pathwclyS of immanent critique, from lhe solution
of equations that are "unsolvable" in the language of the predecessor-system of mathematical language - e.g.,
out of the "unsolvable" negation of the equation which George Boole named tithe fundamental law of [linear,
statical, formal-logical-Anonymou.~] thought".

It arises also a~ a language capable of modeling the inherent thought~self-movement - that is, the inherent
'ideo~auto~kinesis' ~- of that notorious, "impossible" [cf. GOdel], "Sisyphosian ll thought~objectcalled 'The Set
ofAll Sets'. This inherently dynamical thought~object starts from the <»ower-set" -- thc set of all subsets -- of
the "universal set", the set of aU idea.-objects belonging to a given "realistic" [finite] universe lof discourse].
Ib.is <"idea~object"', or ,. 'thought~object"', must, by the very definition of its "self', continually "become". It
must expand qualitatively and oDlOlogically. It must continually ingest its own, ever-expanding power~set [i.e.,
itself and its other subsets]. It must ever~irrupl, inside itself, the <setical' expressions of new predicates, new
qualities. It must continually accumulate new set-content. It must continually escalale its own RlL'iSellian
"logical type". It must do all of this in a dynamical, ever-vain ane-mpt to simply "he" itself, to fulfill the
definition of itself hat is given in its very namej its logical essence. undynamically, staticallv. This [idea~]object

"'i~'" and can only ever '"be''' an ever-seLf-regenerating <idea-movement" process' '"eventirv''' within the-, -' , ,--
human mind that thinks it, for as long as that mind thinks it.

That is, this new, dialecticallanguagc arises also as an immanent critique of Set Theory. It is an immanent
critique because "The Set of All SetsU is the central idea-object at the very heart of that theory. It is an
immanent critique also because this critique adopts the very question, and criticism, that any 'self-honest' Set
Theory must have of itself: why must Set Theory suppress, outlaw, and exile it own 'heart-concept'?

"The Set ofall Sets" is the 'heart-concept' of Sct 1b.eory because that set is Sct Theory's self-definition of the
concept of "Set" itself; the "extension" of the "intension" ofrhat concept.

"The Set of All Sets" is also the «reductio ad absurdum» sclf·refutation of "natural" Set Theory; of its
implicit, 'Parmenidean Postulate' - the set thcorists' shared, tacit belief that all idea~objects must be 'statical'.

Indeed. «The Set ofAll Set.~" is also the set~theorctical model of the generic dialectic itself.

This text critiques the lately-fashionable. sub-dialectical renditions -- of "incommensurability". of
[impenetrable] "mystery", of "'transgression'" -- supposedly as opposed to <<aujheben» CU[self·
]transforrnation"'; of "'conceptual leap"', supposedly as opposed to <<aufheben» [self~]transcendence, and
of 'ontological thrust' [<<sprung»] supposedly as opposed to <<oujhebell» '[self-]revolutionization'. This
text critiques those fashions for their introduction of [funher] <mist-icism' into a would-be universal science. It
criticizes them for re-introducing fallaciow., metaphysical. radical dualisms into that science. It critici7..e5 them
for introducing false distinctions, since, properly comprehended, the dialectical concepts of '[self-]<<aujheben
ideo-autokinesis»' and of '[self- ]<<aufheben physio·autokinesi~» already contain the valid moments of
those ideological fashions.
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Shifting focus from idcas about "internal". mental 'idea-systems' to ideas about "external", natural-historical
systems: There is, for example, an aspect of ontological incompatibility, ofdeep discontinuity, in the transitions
from the epoch of primitive communistic human social systems to that of c1a<;s systems, as also in the predicted
transition of global capitalist class society to global, higher, 'dcmocratic-communistic', "classless" society.

But there are also aspects of 'meta-continuity', aspects thal the prevailing, 'mist-ical' concepts miss.

1 find recently-fashionable concepts of internal "perdurance"rendunmce" of ontological differences - of the
persistence of «<internal ontological/existential contradictions'" -- to be already wholly encompassed within
the F.E.D. - i.e., within the 'dialectical-realist' - concepts of (1) '<<au/lIebe,,» subsumptionlconservation·.

(2) "complex unity", and (3) 'intra-duality', or 'self-duality'.

I find the Freudian concept of "sublimation" to be partially foreign to dialectics, as it is tied to the Freudian
conccpt of "[self-]repression". t find that concept otherwise fully pre-incorporated into even the ancient Platonic
dialectic. I fmd it to be pre-incorporated in the Platonic-dialectical concept of the relation of a "singleton"
<<idea-ge.nos» to its multiple <<idea-species». Le., in the concept of '«gen»-enilization·. or of the
formation of a singular. «genos»-level concept-unit. from out of a multiple-eoncept-unit, multi-idea-unit
<<SPecies» level of '«\"pecie.s»-ficity'. or '<<specl»-ficity·.

Concerns that concepts of the <<aufllehen» process posit "a wholly positive phenomenon, a revolutionary
advance, even if cenain superseded negative fonus are also carried over". should also be allayed in the sequel.

There. I will demonstrate the capability of this F.E.D. concept and language of the <<aufheben» operation to
model also "'retrograde conversions.... and the generation of .. ·degenerative· ... 'de-evolutionary' ontology.

That capability arises immanently in tbe dialectical progression -- into ever-greater capability to describe
determinateness, Le., '"thought-L'ollueteness''' -- of thc 'meta-system' of the F.E.D. systems of dialectical

mathematics. That 'meta-system' starts with the "Natural" Numbers, "Standard" system, denoted by tl as the
fIrst system of arithmetic; as its undialectical- or only implicitlv dialectical -- <<arche'». This 'meta-system'
is self-modeled by this very language, of the second system -- the first system of explicitly dialcctical
mathematical. dialecticalMideographic language -- denoted by NQ. This capability - to model 'de-evolutionary'
conversions and interaClions -- arises within the F.E.D. 'meta-system', for example, in the 'meta-systematic
dialectic' of the slIh-systems-progression -- 'inside' the third, 'first mri-thesis' system of arithmetic, the second
system of explicitlY dialectical arithmetic -- from NU to wU to zU, and beyond, per F.E.D.'s NQ model of this
U sub-systems dialectic. The essence of this ideogramic-linguistic capability arises from the foUowing
arithmetical principle: Negative subscripts "'annihilatc'" positive subscripts.

That is, this descriptive capability arises, for cxample. in the 'meta-evolution' internal to the <<O!!Q!!-Standard'",
third system. of arithmetic. the "fIrst synthesis", or 'fIrst uni-thesis', system of arithmetic. This system is
denoted generically, by F.E.D.• by U. It is a system of quantifiable [<<sunrblitOl»; "addible"] ontological

qualifiers. This system also develops dialectically, internally. It advances from the NU syslem, appropriating

and subsuming pardIIleter-vaIues derived solely from the "Natural umbers" [N] system of "Standard"

arithmetic. whose number-set is {I, 2, 3, ... }. to wU. The laner appropriates and .~ub.\"ume.\" parameter-values

derived solely from the "Whole umbers" [or W] system of the "Standard" arithmetic, whose number-set is

{O, 1, 2, 3, ... }. Next, wU births zy., appropriating and subsuming parameter-values derived solely from the

"Integers" [Z] system of "Standard" arithmetic. whose numbcr·sct is { ... , -3, -2, -1, 0, +1, +2, +3, ... }.
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In this process of exposition, I wilJ be guided by the F.E.D. dispensation. That dispensation, IMHO, has begun
to bridge, and to unite, me most advanced conceptual [including mathematical] developments of the Ancient
world -- previously lost for Modern incomprehension -- with those of the Modem world. It leaps upward into a
new, dialectical-"'realist-ic"', holistic-dynamic world-view. It does so in a way which can, at last, implement
me Marxian programme for the immanent critique, and revolulionary transformation, of the modem epoch's
'capital-value-ideologized' sciences generally. The extant F.E.D. introductory documents can be accessed via
hqp:/Iwww.dialectics.orglprirner.htm

Via that F.E.D. dispensation, that new world-view is equipped wilh a new, dialectical-scientific method
['Dialectical Meta-Axiomatics', as part of 'Meta-Systematic Dialectics'], and a new <<organon» of
dialectical logic and malhematics. That new <<organon» begins to redress the disfiguring psycho-historical
influences, upon the deep, general conceptual structures and processes of the modem human mind -- and,
therefore, upon modem mathematico-science, and upon modem ideology in general -- of the entire '"'meme
pool'" of capital-value. These influences tend to the "'reductionist I atomistic"', to the "'subjecl-objeet
inverting"', and lO the •.. purely-quantitative.... They arise from the ever-morc·intensively socially-pervasive
experience of exchange-value exchange, ingredient in especially the post-Dark Age-s development of feudal,
and, then, especially, of capital-value-based, societies.

So equipped, that dispensation moves towards a new, Marxian-dialeclica.l, universal science; a new science, of,
and constituted by, the universal labor of humanity, and characterized by a holistic, self-reflexive, nonlinear,
auto-dynamical "dialectical realit;m", or '" [socio-politico-econo-]esvcho-historical materiali.t;m'"
., 'psycho-historical materiali!J'nl'" for short.
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'<<Au[heben» Self.Subsumption'/'.telEI niernlilizatjon'" Self-'Meta-«.Monod>>-ization'. & IMeta_Fr-dctal' Strutlyrt.

The tcrm <<ouJhehell» arises from very concrete German.

hs derivatives can be applied, for example, to describe the concrete operation of a person picking up a stone
from off of the ground.

That concrete operation involves the following three '''moments''': (i.) the neg-af-in,::, i,e., the challgillg, of the
original 'pos-i-tion' of the stone; (ii.) the elevation of the stone, from the ground, to a higher position, distant
from and above the ground, in the hand of the person who kneeled to piek up the stone, as that person returns to
an upright posture. and, (iii.) the cOllservation of the stone, which remains. preserved, in the hand of the person
who picked it up, throughout the movement that lIeg-ates, or determinately changes, by elevating, the 'pos-i
tion' of the stone in relation to the ground-level.

But how does this simple, concrete operation provide a universal metaphor for the changes that go on in the
natural world -- including in the human, mental world -- a world purportedly '''everywhere dense'" with
<<oufhehen» dialectic?

Well, let's begin our inquiry into that question in one of the loci - per the extant historical record - where the
self-conscious, 'self·observant' hwnan thought-process first began to be recorded in written form: Ancient
Athens. circa 360 B.c.R., within the Platonic Academy.

Consider the 253b-253d passage of Plato's dialogue the Sophu·t, on ''the science of dialectics" - a passage

that is reproduced in slide 8 of

Consider a diagnun. containing a multiplicity of boxes. Suppose that this diagram features a separate box for
each ofa '"nwnber" of«<idea~species'" - e.g., a series ofboxcs labeled '·cow". «horse". "dog", and "caf' - all
drawn on a single horizontal level of the diagram. Suppose that this diagram also features a Single box. at a
horizontal level above that of the just-named multiplicity of <<ideo-species» boxes. Suppose that this single.
higher box is labeled with the <<ideo-gellos» name "Animal". For actual, generic renditions of such a
diagram, see slides 11-12 in

hl1p)lv.-",w.;wI~·V1turt:~-in-di.tleclics.org/Advg!lurts=!n"DillCet1cstp!al«,!JcnI I'1CIOlllUphvlDialeclical Pictography.hlm

A diagonal line connects a point at the center of the top of each of the multiple <~idos-species» boxes to a
single point at bottom center of the single <~idos-genos» box.

That point, at the center of the bottom of the «idea·genos» box, represents the 'vanishing-point' of the
<<differentia specifiea» that 'ideo-ontologically' separate - that qualitativelv, nor.quantiratively. distinguish
-- each «idea-species» box from every other <<idea-species» box.

That "vanishing point" depicts the moment whereby the multiple «idea-species» merge inlo !heir single>
"'unitary'" «idea-gellos», for human thought, as a product of the human mental process of "abstraction", of
'«gen»-eralization', or of'«genos»-gencration' ['<<gello.\'»-eration' or «gellO!)'» '<<gen»-cration'].

This diagram, at its <<idea-species» level. depicts a simple example of the «mysterious" Platonic <<a,iJhmos
eidetikos» -- an example of a "number", a "mullitude", a "multiplicity". a "plurality", an "assemblage", an
<<ensemble». and a qualitative. ontological ·'diversity" of 'idea-units', or of <~idt!·numutls».
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A "number", or, in Ancient Greek, an <<orithmos», meanl, lo the Ancienls, a "number" of qualitative ullits,
an <<aritltmns» of qualitative «monads», all being of some single, at some level homogeneous, ontic,
'<<gen»-eric' kind. The ancient Mediterranean civilizations were already impacted by the emergence of the
human-social ontology of Money-value and, even, of "antediluvian forms" of Capital-value - but not yet by the
deeper, modern pervasion of human-social life by the experience of apparently •"purely-quantitative" \
money-mediated, price-mediated equation/exchange of qualitativelv different commodities at every tum.

Quantity, for the Ancients, thus began with two [units], not with one [unit], because one [unit] was not a
multiplicity, not yet an <<a,;tltmos», not yet a <<number», but merely a single, qualitative ullit; a single,
qualitative «monad».

Thus, an <<.aritltmos eidetikos» -- literally a '«number'" of "ideas" -- located, by Plato, at the very heart of his
"mysterious" <<dialektiki», is, quite simply and literdlly, a multitude, an assemblage - a "number" -- of 'idea
units'. These units are grasped as "'ideal units"', as 'mental-object units', at some '''level''', «<layer''', or
"'scale'" of '<<gen»-erality' - e.g., that of idea-<<species». idea-<<gene», idea-sub-<<species». or
idea-super-<<gene», etc. These units are bound together by their content, by an 'ontological likeness" by a
gencral, shared'kind·ncss'. combined with, and trumping, lheir }'pecific mutual, qualitative diversity.

An <<arithmos eideJikos» is thus simply "a number" of ideas - an assemblage of more titan one idea - and,
thus, an "'idea-number"'. an 'idea-multiplicity', an 'idea-assemblage': a "number" of qualitativelv different,
<<speci»-fic idea units, or idea <<nwnads», ofcommon kind, i.e., which <<genos»-ically belong together.

An <<aritllmos aisthetos» is simply a '"number''' - marc lhan one - of'aislhetic', or sensuous, objects, Le.•
of object-units, or objeet-«monads», of the same kind in some sense.

An <<adtllmos monadikos» is simply a '"number''' of abstract, generic. qualitative 'chameleonic',
'mockingbird' <<monads». Each one is capablc of standing/or th~ more specific qualitative unit of any kind,
or <<genos», of sensuous object - as used in the "logistical" / practical/mercantile / "sub-philosophical"
'<<arithmoi»-etic', per Plato's, Diophantus's, and other ancients' lheories of practical, logistical
<<arithmetik!», whose roots reach back to the 'tokenography' reconstructed by Denise Schmandt-Besserat.

The w}ystematic dialectic'" - the 'ideo-systematics', or 'jdeo-laxrmOlnjcs' - of Plato's <<arithmoi eidetikol»
assemblages of ideas, is a 'svnchronic dialectic' - given lhat especially the early, more Parmenidean Plato
consider~d each 'idea-taxon', to represent a kind of "ideal", transcendental, 'statical', immutable, eternal and
timeless. ontological 'substantiality'.

"'Svstematic dialectic"', today, for us, is still 'svnc/lronic tlialectic' given also that we, on the contrary, are
considering lhese 'idea-taxa' to represent idealizations from sensuous-experience and from thought-experience.
Single systems are presented conceptually as if they could be complctely characterized by a frozen. 'slaticized',
synchronic, "space-like" "slice", or "cross-section", cut '(perpendicular" to the "time-like" direction of history.
As such. they capture only one, thin [bur finite] "interval". "instant[iationJ", or "'momenl"', of an olherwise,
senslJously "time-varying", dynamical. thickly tliacllronic universe of human experience and ideation. These
wsections'" usually emphasize / sample from only, or mainly. the zenith of the '''ascendant phase'" of lhe
expanding processes of self-reproduction ofthc system being "'systematically'" presented.

Alternatively described, a singlc systcm is presented. in Lhis }ystematic-dialectical method of presentation, as if
via a "'stroboscopic'" view of its internal self-reproduction process, rimed to the quasi-periodicity of that
process, so thar. in appearance, a single, apparcntly stable contenl is all that is seen., thereby pedagogically
exploiting the small-lime-interval temporal self-similarity, or 'diacltronicfractality', typical of such systems.
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Nonetheless, the <<ouJlteben» concept applies to the relation of, e.g., <<idea-genos» to <<idea·speci.es»,
as depicted in such' idea-systematics' , or "<systematic dialectics"'. diagrams. or 'complex pictograms'.

Each <<idea·genos» unit, or «monad», is: (i.) a delerminate negation, or 'delermination(.\'}negation' [of
one or more <<speci»-jic. dilTercntiating determina/iom of each of its own <<ideo-species»]; (u.) an
elevation of the level of abstraction I '<<gen»-eralization' of the object I unit of thought, from the
<<species» level to the <<genos» level. and; (iii.) a conservation of all of its <<idea·~pecies» units. This
is so (1) exp/icilly, as the conservation of the «idea·species'» common dercrmination(s), in and as the
"'intension'" or "'connoration'" of their <<idea-genus». 'unit-ing' the torality of these «idea·species»
"'idea-units.... or '''<<idea-monads»''', via their «idea-genos», grasped as their single. '«gen»-eric'
'meta-unit'. This is also so (2) implicitly. as the implicit conservation of their total particulariry,
'<<species»·ficity', or '«rpeci»-jicily', within - '"in-side''' -- their •unit-ary' «geno.r»

Each «il!ea-species» «monatl» is a 'meta-«momul» of ilS «idea-sub-specfes» «monad!»,

Each <<idea-species» unit is "'intensionally"', 'Uconnotationally'" made up out of the heterogeneous
multiplicity - the entire <<nritllmos» n of its own <<idea-sub·specie..r» unit,!.

Each <<idea·genos» «monad» is a '~-<<monad» of its «idea-species» «monat4».

Each «idea·genos» unit is '''intensionally''', '"connotationally''' made up out of the heterogeneous
multiplicity - the entire <<arithmos» - of its «idea·species» unil.!.

Each <<idea-genos»!il!l!. is thus also a 'meta-meta-ul'it' of its <<idea·sub-~pecies» unit:!.

Each <<idea-super-genos» «numatl» is a 'meta-«monad» of its <<idea-genos» <<monadp>.

Each <<idea·super-genos» unit is "'intensionally''', '"connotationally''' made up out of the heterogeneous
multiplicity - the entire <<o.ritlllllos» -- of <<idea·genos» uni~.

Each <<idea-super-genos» unit is thus also a 'meta-meta-wlit' of its <<idea·species» unit!, and, moreover,
is a 'nu?ta·mela-melll-unif of its <<idea-sub-species» unit,!. . ..

F.E.D. describes such finite, multi-scaled, multi·leveled, qualitative and 'ideo·ontological' mUlual·similarity
recursion-structures via the tenn 'meta.j'ral"1al'.

F .E.n. also tenns such 'meta-«monad»·ic cumula' as •meta-<<mnnad»-ologies' or 'meta-unit·ologies·.

F.E.D. presents a 'meta-system-atic dialectic' of lhe 'meta-system', or systel11!-progression. of the F.E.D.
systems of dialectical arithmetic/algebra. F.E.D. presents this ;diachronic ideo-meta-system' in the form of a
micro-step-by-micro-step algorithmic generation, and narrative, expository. Marxian method ofpresentation,
and evocation, of these successive systems. expressed in the language of the second system in that progression,

the Q system, and starting from the N system as first, or <<a.rche». system of arithmetic/algebra.

This dialectical progression contains systems of dialectical arithmetic/algebra that can ideographically represent
such synchronic, systematic-dialectical structures-viz., the 24tb

, the 56tb
, and the 120,h systems of dialectical

arithmetic/algebra in that progression.
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For examples from the 24msystem, and the 120msystem, respectively, see slides 13 & 17 of

However, that dialectical systems-progression of dialectical-mathematical systems also contains systems of
dialectical arithmetic/algebra that transcend any purely synchronic, Parmenidean. statical, and one-sidedly,
purely qualitative - qualifiers only -- view of such 'ideo-taxonomical' systematics.

That is, that dialectical progression includes dialectical mathematical languages that can model the logic of
dynamical "disjunctive syllogisms" [cf. Hegel]; of dynamically and quanto-qualitatively self-evolving and
even 'revolutionarily' 'self-meta-dynamically self-meta-evolving' taxonomies.

Moreover, that progression includes dialectical systems of arithmetic I algebra I analysis [or of generalized
"calculus'1 that can model the 'other-systems-perturbed self-development' - the 'other-evolving-dynamical
systems-impacted self-evolution', and the otber-[meta-]systems·impacted ""self-~-evolution''', i.e., the
"'self-transcendence'" I ·«s~/f-revolutionizo.lioll'" -- of both conceptual systems, and of [other, physical,
<<physis'»+icall natural-historical systems. It can model these as conceptual and physical expressions of what
the later Plato called <<allto-kinesis»: nonlinear. 'self-reflexive', 'self-induced' 'self-change'. That is, these
later systems of ideographical language can 'qualo-quantitatively' model the phenomenologies of the other
systems modified "'self-developmcnt'" - or system self-induced system change/tlevelopment- of systems.

For examples thereof, from the 31 ~t system I ideographicallanguage of dialectical mathematics, see slide 99 in

"un:,""'·....."".adVC1INrs5=in-dialct!1£,.QrglAdvrnlllm·!n.pmleclicslDilllectical Pil;:tngrap"v!Di.aIec;lical PjqoRmllv.hun

I-Iere, to fulfill our present purpose, it should suffice to narrate just 3 of the F.E.D. historical-dialectical
models, in terms only of the second, descriptively most simple, most abstract I least concrete of the F.E.D.
systems of dialectical mathematics, showing, in each case, how the <<aufheben» operation is integral to these
'" historical dialectics'" .

The first. '<<archi»-the..fis' system of arithmetic in the F.E.D. arithmetical-systems-progression is called the

N system, wherein N stands for the Standard Natural Numbers,

N = {I, 2, 3, .•. j.

The N system is described, by F.E.D_, as being only "vestigially" dialectical.

The F.E.D. expositions describe the N arithmetical system as an arithmetic of"pure, ullqualified quantifiers'.

An example of a qualilled quantifier is "three apples" -- wherein "apple" functions as an 'ontological qualifier'
-- or "three kilometers" - wherein "kilometer" functions as a 'metrical qualifier'.

An example of an '.!!!:!qualified quantifier' is, simply, the "pure number" word "three".

The second system of dialectical arithmetic in that dialectical arithmetical-systems-progrcssion, or diachronic

'ideo-meta-system', is described by F.E.D. as a 'first contra-thesLf' to N as '<<arclle"»-thesis'.
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That second system is described as an arithmetie of 'pure, unquantifiahle qualifiers'.

Called. by F .E.D., the Q arithmetic - short for 'Qualifier arithmetic' - its 'meta-numbers' are described as
being entirely'unquantitativc'; as being purelv qualitative.

These 'meta-numbers' are "ill!addible", <!!!!.summable' -- <<g"sumbletoi», as also, per Aristotle, Plato himself
described the "idea-numbers" of his dialectical <<arithmoi eidetikoi».

For a quote regarding this longstanding "mystery" of the Platonic Dialectic, solved by F.E.D., see slide 87 of

hnp:l""..........·,advenlum-m-diallOClics.ofg/AdvenruriH·In-DialecricslJ)ialeCIiul l'icl0gnlphv/UialrtllCal PoclO..t1lphv.btm

The Q 'ontological qualifier meta-numbers' can be interpreted, or assigned, to represent the dialectical
interconnexions. and the "inter-<<gen»-eratioos', of 'ontological categories'. or of 'system-categories' [i.e" of
"a-system-as-an-ontological-categocy'J. in the interpreted, dialectical, "categorial progresswns", and, thus, in
the categorially-modeled ".fVstems-progressioos", that the second arithmetic can algorithmically and
connotationally generate, and, thereby. model.

The Q system is also described, by F.[{D., as an 'explicitization' of the implicit, from out of the latent,

implicit, immanent 'intra-duality', or 'self-duality\ of the "first order" N system,

The Q system is thc cxtreme "Non-Standard" 'intra-dual' of the "Standard" Natural Numbers system.

The "first order" It 'purely-quantitative' axiomatic system has long been known to "hiddenly' "contain"
""Non-Standard" models of itself. '. on-constructive" knowledge thereof arose from the proofs of three of the
most profound theorems of modem mathematics. unknown in Ancient times. This knowledge arose as a result
of the ""first-order" co-applicability of the GOdel Completeness Theorem and of the GOdcl Incompleteness
Theorem, and, independently. as a consequence of the Lowcnheim-Skolem Theorem alone.

The Q "meta-numbers' conform to the same four, "firsl order" Peano Postulates which also rule the N "Natural
numbers", but with a completely diffcrent n extreme-opposite d purelv·qualitative meaning.

in the sequel, we narrate the application of the Q dialectical arithmetic, and of its dialectical algebra, to the

modeling of the «auflreben», 'meta-fractal' 'mela-monadoLogies' of 3 natural-historical dialectics of the
Marx-Engels tradition-

I. The historical dialectic o/human socmlformalion(s). See slides 55 - 59 of

U. The 'dialectic olnature' - the historical dialectic of cosmological natural history at level one of the

F.[i.D. 'universal taxonomy'. See slides 60 - 63 via the same link, and;

m. The historical dialectic of the 'meta-evolution' of the human-social relatiolls o/production.

See slides 64 - 66, also via the same linl<.
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I believe that exp ri nce with compac explicit dialectical model; with the algorithmic
dialectics and the dialectical algorithm of .g. the Q categorial ideography can help to
cataI ze. in the 'experien a cognitive revolution. It can help to catapult that experiencer
[deeper] into the dialectical operatUm tag of adult human de elopment . That, at least
has been my experi n _ 1 also hold that such a revolution in cognition, diffusing in widening

a es throughout the global papula ,. pfi r quisite to a successful liberatory transition to lh
higher poli - Lo lb political-economic democracy - of democrati - mmunist society.

Three examples of dialectical mathematical models soon to be plored are cited at the close of
Part 1. They are: 1) a dialectical model ofhwnan ocial formation ) 2) a dialectical model of
the cosmological hi ory of ature at the level of'ts primary monad-izations or unit-izatiODS

and (3) a model of the [rJe olutions of the Q1Uman-] social relations uf. [human-society/human-
ocial-relations-of-production self-!!.-Jproduction. Before embarking upon the individual

odyssey of any of these 3 each modeling a key historical dialectic integral to the Marx-Engels
tradition, let us pause.

Let us pause, to exemplify this method of dialectical-mathematical modeling in support of
Marxian., svstematic-diaLeetical exposition for a literally '''prosaic totality' one that is already

ell-known Lo .dialectics.org site users by irtue oftheir litera' alon.

uch readers know this prosaic totality not only in a chaotic sense ar Grundrisse. ibid.
p. 100] but, to orne extent at least, also in a ' svstematic" sense as n.

Our pre-familiari ' willi this totality is ke . Tt allows ke features of the Q-alg brai
dialectical-matltematk.al modeling mode to merge in a context free of most of the
UlJfamiliarities whi h might otherwise afflict the communication and comprehension of th
two related, Marxian-scientific dialectical methods those of: ( ) SYstematic dialectical

immanent critique/exposition of experienced totalities, and of: (2 historical dialectical
reconstruction / pre-construction'. That dialectical modeling modc can model both methods.

The everyday prosaic [sub-]totality-of-referencc, or ' univer e-of-discourse''', for this
familiarization excursion i that which we Dame herein Phonetic Writing Sy terns.

This totality is a key sub-totality of the Phenome, or "'meme-pool of humaJl civilization, and
a fundamental 'psycho-artefact' of humanity's Psycho-Historical Material' as addressed by
'PsycllO-HistlJricaL Materialism, the paradigm ofMarxian Theory that we are instancing here.

This [sub-]totality is partiall representcd via a 'diagonal uanscendence diagram, 'meta-ira tal
<<aufheben» diagram or ·meta--monadoLogy diagram as slide- 'ewer slide 25 linked -a:
h p1/",.\ \\.ad entures-in-dialectics..oreJ d enrures-In-Dialea:ic. Oialectica1 Picmgnmh~" . Pitt graph .htm

An updated er ion of this diagram can b r ched via the link belo
hupl'...-..o _dialedil:s orglan:hn. pd D~%20Diakc . "OPi IOgnp _ 'OL. ;) • ou
m.. OISMAY200S.pd

as p_ 16 of a PDF file:
l~ (,20P:u1s r.2OL-

Phonetic Writing ~ [ems ha e e -oived and are till e oi ing.

e ertheless, th method of presentation of thought-totalities [in 'luding of presentations of
thought-representations of sensuous or '<<physis»-ical totalitie] called < <svstematic
dialectics'" treats uch systems' as if they were Parmenidean ctcrnalities .
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are realistically ach is treated as a synchronic 'slice of time . a thin' cross-section,
mentally-cut, by the tool of abstraction from out 04 and perpendicular to the diachronic flo of
" ature-al history' a sHc of conlemporaneou 3-D space and its object-content· a short time
interval of511ace-tim .

Claim. The top-Ie el 'ontological categorie_ or "'"kind-oJ-bein categories - the onto
for short - that constilut th content of our cognition of our experien es of Phonetic Writing

~·tems are rendered in English phonetic symb Is th categorie named Letters [of the
alphabet] , ord en enc 'Paragraph Chapters' 'Boo •and 'Libraries'.

These categori s form we conten~ a systematic-dialectical meta-monadology. hey exhibit a
qualitative-fractal or meta-fractal', 'meta-temporal structure. They exemplify a relationship

wherein sub-<<o.rilhmo »-becomes-nen-«monad». That· th y exemplify an
<<auj1zeben» relationship of each pred c ssor category-unit to its immediate successor
category-unit', at what F.E.D. calls 'taxonomy level one' ofthis [ ub-Itotality.

The ensuing, intended- exemplificatory' svstematic-diolectical eXposltlon of prosaic
textnology • or 'text-knowlog , may even hold ome intrinsic interest in its own right.

This [sub-]totality of Phonetic Writing Systems constitutes an <<allj7,eben»-negation-dri en
anli-reductionist meta-«mollad»-ology via these 7 categories in the following sense -

1. The idoo-<<aritJuno >/alphaber ofLetters as <<nwnuds»/tmits is our beginnin - or <<ardli»-, on1-o 1·

2. The ideo-onlO I<<arithmos» of ords as <<monads» is our nol-Lel1e . [contra-Jonto' 2.

Each ord unit or ord <<moIUld» is a '" eta-Letter unit; a 'meta-< wnad» Or 'm la-unit
made up out of a [typicall J heterogene-ous mulriplici of Letters· Lhat i each is made up out of a
particular, definite sllb-<<iJrithmos» ofthe total eUe <<arithmos» or "alphabe .

3. The 'ideo-onto'!<<arithmos» ofSentences as <<monads» i Icontra-Jonto 3.

Each Sentence-unit, or Semence-«mollad» is a M ta-Word unit· a M la-Word <<monad» or
meta-unit', made up out of a [typically] heterogeneous multiplicity of Words; each made up out of a

particular, definite sub-<<arithmos» of the total possible-Words <<arithmos».

4. The 'ideo-onto'I<<arit"mo~'» ofPara,.rr;aph,'1 a'l <<monads» is 'nOI- entenc.es [contra-]onto 4.

Each Paragraph unit, or Paraeraph <<.numad» is a Meta-Sentence' <<nwnad>· a 'meta-<<monad»
or meta-unit' made up out of a [1 picaJly] heterogeneous multiplicity of entences, that is, each is mad
up out ofa particular definite suh-<<nrithmos» ofth loLal po 'hle- entences <<arithmos» .

. The ideo-onto I<<arhhmos» of Chapters as <<monads» is 'not-Paragraph "[conLTa-Jonto 5.

Each Chapter unit, or Chapter <<monad» is a' ela-Para2Taph unit; each is a meta-<<mona.d» or
m la-unit, made up out ofa Ltypicall ] heterogeneous multiplicity ofParasrrapb i.e. is made up out 0

a particular del'init 'uh-<<ariIhmos» of the total possible-Paragraphs <<orithmos».

6. The 'ideo-Q.!!!Q.I<<arithmo »ofBoob as «monads» is our 'not-Chapters [conLTa-]onto 6.

Each Book unit or Book <<tIlOllO(/», is a' eta-Chapt r unit; i a meta-<<monad» or 'meta-unit
made up out of a heterogeneous multiplicity of Cha ters. That is, each Book is made up out of a
particular, defini e suh-<<iJrithmos» of the tolal po ible-Cbaptcrs <<aritlunos».
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7. The 'ideo-onto'/<<aritltmos» of Librflrie!i <IS <<monads» is our 'not-Books' '[contra-]onto' 7.

Each Library unit, or Library «monad», is a 'Meta-Dook' unit; each is a 'meta-«nwnflll»', or
'meta-unit', made up out of a heterogeneous multiplicity of Books, i.c., each Library is made up out of a
particular, definite sub-<<arithmos» of the total existinglextant-and-possible~Books <<arithmos».

Category 7 is where experience of the [sub-]totality of Phonetic Writings Systems ends for many
of us. We may have encountered, e.g., university "'Inter-Library Loan'" networks, or other,
e.g., internet-based [partial] transcendences of the stand-alone Library unit, or Library
<<monad». But, for our purposes herein, the <<arithmos» of Libraries fInishes our
[ex] [s]ample exposition. What, then,. is the optimal order ofpresentation of these 7 categories?

What ordering will maximize the communication, thc comprehension of this [sub-]totality for the
'presentees' as well as for the 'presentor'? What ordering best conveys, both 'liminally' and
W sub-liminally"', the '" inner intercoIUlcxion'" of the system of phonetic writing, via these
seven categories, categories serving as the 'ideo-anatomy' and 'ideo-physiology' - the
'conceptual organs' - of our 'cognization' of our shared experience with this 'phenomic'
phenomenon, and [sub-]totality?

Is that optimal ordering their Qrder of appearance - the historical-sequential order of their rust
emergence within the '"Phenome''' ofthe human species as a whole?

But would that historical priority-sequencing, or 'seniority-sequencing' of lhese categories, as
they emerged prior to their integration, as '''organs''', into an "'organ-ic system''', necessarily
capture the priorities of the inter-relations among them in our contemporaneous, synchronic,
"'organ-ized"', "'~y~·tem-atized'''Phonetic Writing ~ystems [cf. Grondrisse, ibid., p. 107]?

Is that optimal ordering just any, "random" ordering in which these categories come to mind for
anyone of us, in response to ad hoc inquiry, via "free association", etc., e.g.,

Books, Libraries, Chapters, Words, Sentences, Letters, Paragraphs?

Seems rather !!!!,systematic, i.e., "chaotic" [cf. Grundrisse, ibid., p. IDOl

Is that optimal ordering their "alphabetical ordering"-

Books, Chapters, Letters, Libraries, Paragraphs, Sentences, Words?

Seems merely formal, external to the content to be comprehended, and thus rather arbitrary.

Is it a systematic ordering? Is it one that starts with the most inclusive category, the category
that, by itself alone, best approximates, or epitomizes, because it already "contains", the full
[sub-]totality, the full content, the system, of all seven categories thought together, as a whole?
I.e., does it start with the most complex, most "'thought-concrete'" of the 7 categories; the one
that is the mosl "concenlrated", richest in explicit, organized "determinations"? Such an ordering
then follows with the next most inclusivelcomplex/"concrete" category, and so on, consecutively,
all the way down to, "reducing" to, and ending with, the least inclusive/complex category, viz.-

Libraries, Books, Chapters, Paragraphs, Sentences, Words, I..etters?

Such an ordering is non-arbitrary, 'colltelltal' ["'content-based"', rather than merely "external"
and "formal", like an alphabetical ordering] and systematic, in that the categories are arranged in
a sequence with a clear, consistent gradient from more inclusive to less inclusive, from more
complex to less complex; from more "thought-concrete" to less ''thought-concrete'', from
categories "containing" greater concentrations of determinations to categories "containing" less.
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However. this ordering confronts the 'presentees', firstly, with the category that "contains" the
most replete, most sophisticated., most inclusive, most elaborate phenomena of the Phonetic
Writing Systems [sub-]totality, and only lastly with the simplest category. It does so without first
introducing the relatively simpler categories [<<arithmot» I and units [«monatfi»] of that
[sub-]totaJity_ Thus. that ordering seemingly maximj~ the difficulty of systematic
communication and comprehension for the presentor and, especially, for the 'presentees'.

Therefore, the exact reverse ordering appears to be the more promising systematic ordering 

Letters, Words, Sentences, Paragraphs, Chapters, Books, Libraries.

Our goal here is to reconstruct our experience of the [sub-]totality named Phonetic Writing
Systems as :'yl·tematic. scientific knowledge, via an implicitude-to-explicitude, "categorial
progression" unfolding of the initial, <<arche» category, of Letters or of Phonetic
Characten. A view of this method, of"svstematic dialectics", is presented, in both its Hegelian
and Marxian versions, in The Logic orMan's Capital by Tony Smith [see especially pp. 1-8].

How can we caprure this'meta-<<monad»-ic' structure in the mnemonic, heuristic shorrhand
of an <<atyneben»-operation-encoding - hence dialectical-mathematical -- holistic notatinn?

Can we discover a !!Q!!-atomistic. !!Q!!-reductionistic, but also classificatory, taxonomic -
systematic -- operatorial ideography? One capable of formulating this 'meta~monadology' as
but one special case of the myriads of such'meta-monadologies' that we encounter - as we shall
see - so ubiquitously in this <</cosmos»? Each of which that Itolistic notatioll is also capable
of fonnulating? Each as yet-another '<<speci»-al' case of the <<genos» of dialectic?

We contend that these seven' "ontological categorie!,", appropriately ordered and inter-related.,
can provide comprehensive '"coverage''' of, and a SYstematic reconstruction of, key content of
the Phonetic Writing Systems [sub-]totality, at that level of «<thought-concreteness'" of
formulation for which the first dialectical algebra - the least "'thought-concrete"'; the least
"complex" - i.e., the Q dialectical algebra, has sufficient linguistic, representational capability.

Claim: We assume (1) the communicational context of a 'dialogue-ie', 'inter-informing'
community of human minds that [e.g., sensuously, as well as conceptually] already know the
content of this [SUb-]lotality of Phonetic Writing Systems, even "chaotically", i.e.,
!m.syslemalically. We assume (2) an appropriate choice of the beginning ontological category,
or <<arclu!» onto. So given, we claim that the Q algebra, applied to. or "interpreted for", this
context, this [sub-]totality, can model its structure-contcnt. It can form a dialectical-mathematical
model which intuitively, "intcnsionaJly", connotationally, and/or heuristically evokes,
progressively, in a series of steps. all of the remaining 'ideo-ontologicaJ' content; all of the other
'''ontological cate.gorie'!'" - or 'ontos', for short - as its 'successor categories' _11 can so model
this [sub-]totality from out of the self-iterated, <<aujheben» 'self-subsumptions' of that single,
<<archi» 'onto'. lbat means, in this case, from the "'ontological category'" named 'Letters'
as point-of-departure. That <<orche» category-name names phonetic, 'phonogramic',
alphabetical symbols, or '''characters''', as its «monads», or [heterogeneous] units. Together.
they fonn an "'alphabet''', as the <<arclte'»-<<aritll.mos», or originating assemblage, of
<<monads», or units, of the synchronic, systematic dialectic ofPhonetic Writing Systems.

Suppose we assign the symbol .Q.L, functioning as an ideogram. to denote the 'ontological
~ua1ifier' that stands for the alphabetical <<aritll.moP>, or assemblage of units, that has
phonograms, phonetic characters. or 1eners as its unin', or <<monads»?
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Suppose gI, denotes the human-phenomic, '~-etic', 'ideo-ontological' category whose
'intension' is the totality and unity of the connotations implicit in the Phonetic Writing Systems
category of phonograms, or of phonetic characters, or of Letters [of an alphabet]? If so, then we
can evoke and systematically organize the total system of seven categories listed above --
'Letters' through 'Libraries' - as the iterated <<o.uflzeben» self-subsumptions', of the 90L

category itself, alone.

We thereby model, in an abbreviated fashion, a dialectically-ordered - including
'''classificatory''', or '"taxonomic''' -- "categorial progression" exposition. We achieve a
scientific [knowledge-producing], systematic reconstruction of that [sub-]totality, via that
comprehensive 'space' of seven distinct but complexly-interrelated ' ontological categories' .
Thus, we write 'gL <--> gl', or 'Letters <--> gl', meaning that we are "assigning" the
specific <<archi» 'connotogram' gl. to the generic <<arc/zi» meta-numeral' of the Q
arithmetic, denoted 901. This means that we are "interpreting" g1 as 'standing for" the onto of
Letters. We thereby attribute all of the arithmetic, algorithmic properties of gl to gL. Doing so,
we can then summarize all steps of the systematic dialectical exposition for the Phonetic Writing
)ystems [sub-]totality via the formula [gL]"'(2 A s). This multi-ideogram formula uses the
'picto-ideo-gram' 'A' to denote raising to a power' [e.g., 3 A 2 =3 times 3 =3-squared = 91.

This 'hyper-power-ed' -- or 2-levels of exponentiation' -- formula signifies the "'intension ",
or 'connotations-packet' denoted by 'g1.', raised to the power resulting from already raising the

atural umber denoted by '2' to the power's', where 's' denotes a Whole Number variable.

In the context of this expository dialectic, s is a 'countor' for the ~eps of exposition, or of
expository argument. In this model, s rangcs from step 0, the starting point of the exposition, in
which only the «archi» category is explicit, through the final step of the exposition, step 6.
Within / by step 6, all 7 categories, plus all '"hybrids''' or «'[partial] syntheses'" among the
first 6, should have been rendered 'inter-mutually' co-explicit. The resulting 'ideo-cumulum'
consists of a '''non-amalgamative swn'" of 2A6 = 64, separate, qualitatively distinct
'categorigrams', or 'connotograms', in all, all by then concurrently co-posited and [potentially]
co-comprehended. In general, raising any gx to power (2 A s) per Q multiplication, denotes a
L"non-amalgamative"] "'sum' of (2 AS) qualitatively distlnc~ ontically-distinct' categories.

We can now lodge our further claim that the formula [gL]A(2A s) generates a 'Table of
Contents" for a narrative exposition of the Phonetic Writing Systems [sub-]totality, as follows-

Mock-up of "Table ofContents" implied by fgL] "(2"s) for steps S = 0 through s = 6

Title: The Synchronic Dialectic of Phonetic Writing Systems, Levell Taxonomv

[s = 0] Chapter J. Letters = 90L <--> 901

[s = 1] Chapter II. [Letterll,&,] Words = 9ow<--> g2
[S = 2] Chapter ill. ILetters, Words, hybrids, &,1 Sentences = gs <-> g4
[s = 3] Chapter IV. Il.etter., Word ,Sentences, hybrids, &,1 Paragraphs = gP <--> gs
[s = 4] Chapter V. II~tters, Words, Sentences, Paragraphs. hybrids, &,1 Chapters= gc <-> 9016

[s = 5] Chapter VI. [Letters,' ords,Sentences, Paragraphs. Cbapters. hybrids, &,] Books = gB <--> 9032

[s = 6] Chapter VII. [Letters, Words, Sentences. Paragrapbs, Cbapters, Books, hybrids, &,1 Libraries = gR <--> g64
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The cumulative, «aufhebeti» aspect of written narratives, and of their [potential] cDgnitive
assimilation by a reader, is not often explicitly addressed in conventional Tables of Contents.
Such Tables of Contents leave tlus <cumulativily , in implicitude -- for the sake of brevity, to
avoid repetitiousness, etc. -- despite its cognitive salience.

This cumulative aspect arises from the usual practice of reading-through such a narrative in its
[descending] "Table of Contents' order, so that any/all previous, predecessor chapter' content is
already, to some degree, Hin mind", and still "present to mind" by the time that the reader starts
to assimilate each 'successor chapter'.

Thus, taking account of the at-least-partial memory-presence of the previous-chapter(')s(')
['psycho-historical'] material, each subsequent chapter represents, in mind, a conjunction and
compounding of previous chapter(s) content with its own, incremental content.

Moreover, in the cumulative <<aujheben» content-structure ora 'mela-<<monad»-ological',
svstematic dialectic, every predecessor category is still internally present within -
<<aujheben» conserved within -- every successor category, in addition to being also externally
co-present with, and [qualitatively] added to, every successor category. It is not simply that each
immediate, " 'consecutive'" 'successor category' <<aujheben>>-contains its immediate
predecessor category'.

True, the writs/<<monads» of an <<arithmQ~'» of Libraries each contain, each Librarv
unit/<<monad» contains, a subset of all Books as its immediate suh-units/sub-«monads».

But also, because each Library-«monad» contains Book sub-«monads», it also contains,
both at and as its 'recedmgly' deeper sub-«monad»-ic layers, Chapter-«monodY»,
Paragraph-<<monads», Sentence-<<monads», Word-<<monads>>, & Letter-<<monads».

Indeed, each Library-unit contains and 'enfoMs' - each Library-unit is, in content - Letter-units
within Word-units within Sentence-units within Paragraph-units within Chapter-units within
Book-units. Each Library-unit is, precisely, a six-fold'" [seif-]involution", of the Letters onto.

Each <<arithmos» of Librarv-units is therefore, per our model, a. seven-scale 'meta-fractal', a
finite, seven-level qualitative similitude structure.

Each is a. seven-layer, nested <meta-<<arithmos» of Letter-units sub-<<arithmoi»,
<<aufltehen»-contained to form Word-units sub-«aritltmoi» <<aufheben»-contained to
form Sentence-units sub-<<ariihmoi», «aujheben»-internalized to form Paragraph-units,
sub-<<arithmoi», <<aufltehen»-contained to form Chapter-units sub-«aritltmOl»,
<<aujheben»-contained to form Book-units sub-<<arithmoi», <<aufheben»-contained to
form this particular Library-unit <<arithmos».

Each <<arithmos» contains its own, distinctive, defIning «monodY», or units.

But each «arithmos» may, itself, be grasped as, or may become, a «monad», or unit, in its
own right. Neither <<arithmoi» nor «monads» can be "reducei/' to their '''sub-entities''
without qualitative loss; ontological loss - loss of meaning; loss of content; contentalloss'.

Moreover, sub-«arithmoi», of each «arithmos»-of-«monads»~ are seen to form new
inclusively-higher, '''meta-''', «monads»; new, '''meta-''', units of new, inclusively-higher,
, , 'meta-'" <<arithmOl>>.

Thus, and thereby, the dialectic process, the <<aujheben» process, continues.
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Dialectic 'Systematic Dialectic'" • '" Historical Dialectic", Meta-Systematic
Dial c ic Psycho-Historical Dialectic; thus even 'the Diale tic of the Dialectic Itselr - is, a1

TOO this process of [self-]<<aujheben» [self-I meta-<<monad»-ization .

The meta prefix in our usage of it herein, mean higher or over' i.e., above and
inclusi e of. It belongs to words which name/describ th r ult of an [a self-]<<auj1lehen»
operation, sp cially to its "elevation and conservation moments. Indeed, the <<aufheben»
moment of "egatioll is also implicitly includ d and oked in this usage because an

ab nting of aspects of the particularity or individuality and concreteness of the object of the
<<auj1lebell» operation, as of a <<;meta- " pr fix, ar also implied in the elevation' momen
and n more subtl in the «conservation moment

ha emphasized the cumuloJive d,aracieT of the self-iterated' <<auftleben» operation
here .a the d vi' of th 'gra ed-out parenthetical.s reduced in font-size in the table abo e.

This cumulalive aspect emerges with e en greater explicirude nen e translate the
phonogramic Table of Contents as rendered abov into th •ideogramic Table of Conten~ as

rendered belo usin the Q categorial cal ulus a ba ill rpreted it for and applied it to
th Phoneli Writing »'stems [sub-]totality:

chronic Dialectic DO d:] [gill'. 21\s) s::::; 0 ... 6.

[s::::; 0] Chapter I. [gL}A(2I\O)

[s = ] ChaptJ r II. [gl.]1\(21\1)

[s::::; 2] Chapter m. [gL]I\(21\2)

[s ::::; 3] Chapter IV. [gL]I\(21\3)

Ls::::; 4] Chapl TV. (g 1/\"(21\4)

rs::::; -1 Cbapter VI. [gL]A(2 A 5)

[8::::; 6] Chapter VII. [gL]I\(21\6)

gL+ gw+ + 90 + + !lP+ + gc

g + gw+ + g. + gP 9oc+...+ go

gL+ gw+ + gs+ + gp+ + ge+. ..+ gB+...+ gR

To quote Hegel on this <<aujheben» 'cumulativity' of categoriaJ-progression dialectic:

' ... the determinateness which was a result is itself, by virtue of the form of simplicity into
which it has withdrawn, a fresh beginning; as thi beKinninK i distinguished from its
predece or precisely by that determinateness, cognition rolls onwardfrom content to content.
Fir 1 of all this advance is determined as beginning from imple determinatenesses the
succeeding ones becoming e er richer llItd more concrete. For the result contains its beginning
and i cams has enriched it by a fresh detcrminaten . The UJliversaI constitutes the
fmmdation' the advance is {here/ore not 10 be taken as a flo ;Ilg from one other /0 the nexl
ollrer. In the ab oLuJ.e method the otion mailuains i elf in its otherness the universal in its
parti ularization. in judgment and reali ; at each stage 0/it .further determination it raises The
entire mas of it preceding content and bits dialectical advQllce it not only does nor lose
anything or leave anything behind, but carries along n ilh it all it has gained, and inwardly
enriches and consolidates i/Self [G. . F. Hegel Science of Logic, olum T 0, ection
Three Chapl r 3 The Absolute Idea [italic, bold, and bold-hol" empJuuu' added b nonymous]].
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The present presentation is not a systematic dialectical one. It is an lillsystematic, "chaotic"
narrative. It may, however, still aspire to an intuitive flow of topical succession and exposition.

Let us next "unpack" the meaning of this semantically dense, syntactically 'hyper-compact',
'hyper-intensive', "intensional" fonnula, [g,L] A(2 AS), to see how it achieves a dialectical model
of a Marxian, systematic-dialectical, categorial-progression method of presentation of the
Phonetic Writing Systems [sub-]tolalily, connoting and guiding the narrative elaboration thereof.

First, we need to put in place some background information on the algorithmic machinery of the
Q 'qualitative calculw"', 'unto-logical calculus', or 'categorial calculus'.

Background on Q-Algebraic 'ConnotogranLfO' as <<Auj1lehen» Operators.

Background on the "Raw", or '''Minimally-Interpreted''', Dialectical Meta-Numbers ofQ. The
'''minimally interpreted'" 'meta-numerals' of the Q, or 'unquantifiable ontological Qualifier',
arithmetic, combine an underscored, boldface letter q - g -- as generic 'ontological gualificr
sign', combined with a Natural Number subscript or denominator - e.g., 1 -- yielding gl. The
"space" or "set" of Natrual Nwnbcrs is N = {1, 2, 3, .•. }.

Therefore, the "space", or "set", of the Natural Numbers-based' Unquantiliable Ontological
Qualifier Dialectical Meta-Numbers' is Q = { gl, g2, g3, ... }.

The Q calculus is a 'qualitative calculus', 'ontological calculus'. or 'categorial calcullLfO'.

The Q 'qualitative arithmetic', or 'olltological[-categories] arithmetic', is, unlike typical
"Standard Arithmelics", not "Closed" to all of its operations. It is "Open" to all of its operations.
Any arithmetic operation among Q 'meta-numbers' is an "'outbreak'" from [a 'diagonal
transcendence' ofJ their "space" Q = {9h g2, g3, •.. }. Take, for example, the operation of
<qualitative multiplication' , or of'ontological[-categories] multiplication'.

If j and k are any two distinct Natural Numbers, then 9.J X gk = 90k + Q,i+k, lhe product here
being a 'compound meta-number', nowhere to be found within the sel Q = {gl, 902, 9.3, ••• }.

Each Q meta-number is an «auj1rehen»-negation operation for any other g meta-number.
The meta-number Q,i, operating as "'subject'" upon the meta-number gk, produces a product
which conserves gk, the "operand" - the object to which the "operator" here, Q.i, was applied -
viz., {lk + Q,i+k - but which also elevates/negates that object, or operand, gk - viz., gk + !Jj+k.

Each Q meta-number - generically 'denote-able' by go, where n is a variable, denoting any

element ofN = {1, 2, 3, ... } - is also an <<aufheben», determinate-negation fo itself

gu X go = go + go+o = go + gzo.

Therein, the meta-number 'self-operator', go, operating upon the meta-number go it<;elf again,
produces a product which conserves go, the 'self-operand' - the very [subject-]ohject to which
the "self-operator" subjec/[-objec/] here, i.e., also gn, wa,.<; applied -- viz.,!J.n + gn+n - but which
also elevates/negates that suhject-ohject, or operator-operand, go - viz., go + Y.,n+n.
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[ndeed, as we shall see in the sequel, under the '[self·]meta-monad-iution' interpretation of this
operation of 'qualitative se/f-muUiplication' qua «aufllehen» [self-]negation - the
interpretation we use for all of the models presented herein -- the 9,1tt" elevation/negation term
of the product itself also represents yet another, higher, '"heightcning''' species of
<<oufheben»-conservatinn. Note that the "plus ~ign", '+', used above, denotes a generali7..ed
form of addition - 'qualitative addition" 'ontological qualifier addition', or 'categoriaJ
addition'. It does so because every pair of Q meta-numbers, if their subscripts differ at all, are
"apples vs. oranges" to one another; are qualitatively different, just as 1 and i [ = the square root
of minus oncl, are !!£!!-quantitatively different from one another - each is neither less than nor
equal to nor greater than the other. They transccnd the "trichotomy law" of ordinary arithmetic.
The Q qualitative meta-numbers are also 'unquantifiable'. Adding a pair of Q meta-numbers of
identical subscript, gives you, not 2 times one instance of that meta-number, but just a single
instance. Addition hi 'non-redundant', or "idempotent". in Q: gil + gil ; gil, as in later

Boolean additioo, 1 + 1 - 1 and 0 + 0 - O.

Background on "interpreted", or "'Semantically-Assigned"', Q Dialectical Meta-Numbers.
When it comes to "assigned" or "interpreted" Q meta-numbers, Capital Leiter subscripts replace
Natural umber subscripts, with the Capital Lettcr usually serving as a mnemonic abbreviation,
e.g., the capitalized first Lcner of a word that names the ontological category with which the
"assigned" or "interpreted" dialectical meta·numbcr has been identified.

We use gl.., for example, to represent the ontological category of alphabetic Letters.

Suppose that X is the first lener of the word that names a given ontological category. Suppose
further that Y is the fl.fSt lener of a different word, one thaI names a succeswr ontological
category to the fonner. Successor in the sense of its being more inclusive/more complex/more
thought-concrete [richer in determinations]. Therefore, it is to be presenled later on in a
categorial progression, svstema/ic-dialectiL'ul method of presentation. For example. consider the
case in which X = L denotes the first lener in the category-name 'Letters', and in which Y =W
denotes the fust letter in the category-name 'Words'. Then the F.g.D. rules of ·categorial
multiplication' - i.e.• thc rules of the 'imer-opemtion' of highly-interpreted ideograms like gx
and gy - are as follows:

g" X gx g,,[gx) - gyof gx

gx X gx - gxlgxl - gx of gx

g\ "times" gx - gy operatillg 011 gx = 9.x + 9.\'x;

9.x "times" gx gx operating on gx = gx + gxx.

Such "interpreted" or "assigned" versions of Q metapnumerals, because of their "assignment'· to
or "interpretation" by specific ontological categories, have specific «meaning", "intension", or
"connotation". Such ideognuns are therefore termed 'connotogranu' and •categorigrams·. But
how do we "interpret". or "assign" ontological-categorial meaning to. such meta-numerals, when
they have multiple letter subscripls, as with g\IX and 9,xx? The categorigram 9.YX means an

<<arithnws» of «mollads» which share chamcteristics of both the gy and the g,x
<<.Qrithnwi». We adhere to a general interpretation of each Q meta-number as a specific
<<aufheben» operation/operator with respect to any [other] Q meta-number that it operates
upon [or ·ontologically multiplies']. We may thus interpret g\X as denoting the category, or
<<aritlwlOs», of the •"appropriation"'. or «.!!!!!. sub...umption'" of the «monads» of
category gx by lhe <<monads» of category gY, or as the category of the conversion of

<<monad..» of the category of the gx into «monads» of the category of the gy.
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Applying the above-stated intcrpretation to the case of double/identical subscripts, we are led to
interpret g,x-x as denoting the category, or <<aritlrmos», of the SELF-subsumption of the
<<monads» of category g,x by the «monads» of category g,x itself, or as the category of the
SELF-conversion of <<monads» of category gx into !!1£!!!-«mollads» of the higber, !lxx
category. We adherc to a 'meta-molladization' interpretation of such sc1f.<<aufltehen»
operations in general, that we advocate herein throughout. The !lx-x category is "'higher'" than
the gx category in the sense that each <<monad» of the g,xx <<arillrmos» is made up out ofa
[heterogeneous] multiplicity [and out of a particlIlar jllb-«-arilhmos»] of the <<monads» of
thc gx <<aritltmos». We usually assign a new, single Icncr to the new ontological category
signified by gxx, because g,xx typically connotes a new "antilhesis", or 'contra-thesis', ealegory;
new ontology, a new <<arithmns», a new, "qualitatively different", "'ontologieally
different"', higher "kind of being". I.e., we ddinc gxx = g7., where Z denotes the first lener of
a word which names the category/<<aritlrmos» of «mollads», or unils, which are 'meto-Xs,
each made up out ofa heterogeneous multiplicity ofXs', i.e., each made up out of a parlicular X
S1!.!l.-<<aritlrmos» of the X <<Orithmos» as a whole.

Thus, for example, if gx ;;;:: gL, and if gLL = g,w, we interpret gLL as denoting the category of
'meta-Leuers, each made up OUI ofa [typically heterogeneous] multiplicity ofLetters', which we
further identify as the category of Words, or gw.

So it can now be seen that the 'sel(-subsumptions' which 'g,L OfgL' - or 'L.etters o/Letters'
connotes; that the new, higher, more·inclusive units, or <<monads», called Words, to which
that "'qualitative, ontological, ealegorial product" directs the presentee's attention, can be
grasped as so many 'self-internalizations' of Leller <<monads», or of Lener unilS. Each Word
is a 'meta-Letter', made up out of a rgenerally] heterogeneous multiplicity of Letters.

The Letters, in their own category, gL, appears as "outsides"; as 'externities' [although, given
that we have taken !ll. as our <<archi» category, no "inside" or 'internily' for each Lener is
explicitly posited in the model]. Now a foonation of [usually] multiple, different Letters thal we
call a Word has Leners as its "inside", or 'intemily'; Words are the new "outsides". Leners, the
former 'extemities', have '"sclf-re-entered''' to become ;internities' in the formation of the- -new, higher, more-inclusive <<Orithmos» of Word-«mOllads», or Word-units.

Lcners, ", [self-]intemalized' t', form Words [or, at least, "character-strings", some denoting
Words, others Word-level gibberish, at any given, synchronic moment of this [sub-]totalityl.

What, then., of the meaning of teons like gzx? For example, what category would gWL mean?

In the context of the systematic dialectic of the Phonetic Writing Syslems, Words times Letters
minus Letters, or [gw ofg,L minus gLI .. both equal to gWL -- means a category whose IInits, or
<<monads», are hoth [single] Lencrs and [single] Words. It means the category of [single]
Lener units appropriated by, subsumed by, or converted into, units of the category of Word.fi.
The "e.A.1cnsion" of this category, of the "intension", denoted g,WL, is, for contemporary English
phonetic wrinen language, the following: {a,',...}. It is the set containing the "indefinite
article", "a", as a Word in its own right, and the nominative case form of the "first person[al]
singular pronoun", "I", as a Word in its own right, etc.
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The symbol g\\'l. thus denotes an <<arithmos» of <<monads» which represent a special
intercunnexkm between the Letters level and the Words level of the chart of slide 25:
<<monads» which are both single Letter-units, in the Letters contextllevel. and also single
Word-units. in the Words comextllevel. The symbol !J.WL thus represents an 'upliftment'
[conversion] fTom the '''Letters'' level to thc "Words" level. of categorization; a 'hierarchy
transcending' inter-connexion. or 're-connexion', betwccn two levels; two 'meta-fractal scales'.

The diagram of slide 25 of -

http://www_adventures-in-diaJeetics.org1Ad~eptures=ln.DialeCl:icslJ)ialectieaJPictognwh\JDjalectical PictographY_hon

-- does not include depiction of the progression of these ,nhybrid uni-thesis"', or 'll!!!-thesis',
categories, "'partial'" or ·..full .... 1t explicitly depicls only progressions of 'anti-thesis' or
'contra-thesis' - of 'meta-«monad»-ically' 'contra-.2!!!Q· - ontological categories.

Remember that any two or more qualitatively distinct interpreted-Q mela-numbers are
"~addible". forming an '''inhomogeneous sum'" or "'heterogeneous sum"', i.e.. are
' .. ineducible· ... or "'non-amalgamative'''. as with 1 + i or "apples + oranges". Thus. if

X does not equal Y, the,re is no gz, in Q such that!J.x +g,v equals, or 'i'reduces to"'. !J.z.

Finally, remember that interpreted-Q mela-numbers are 'unqualltifiable': gx + gx = gx. and

thus, again, in Lhis other sense also, "'unaddible"'; in the sense that.! + ! does not equaI2,!.

Q-Algebraic 'Cnnnotogram Self-Multiplication' in the Context of'Svnchron.ic Dialectics'.
'Ontological qualifier self-multiplication', in the modeling context of 'Diachronic Dialectics'. or
"'Historical Dialectics'" - as we shall see in the next Part - abstractly mirrors actual
<<aufheben» events of "'self-change'''; '''sel(..movement'''; 'self-meta-<<nwnad»-izing'
"<<autokinesis»", or 'meta-<<kinesis»·. by which a given <<orithmos» of «numads»
adds to itselflhe 'meta-<<aruhnws» of its own 'meta-<<monadf»·.

The cosmological <<o.rWtmos» of pre-atomic "particles", for example, growing in population.
i.e., 'expandedly' self-reproducing, in population-count quantitative temlS. and locally
concentrating. or 'densifying', within Lhe '''self-expanding fireball'" of the early <</cosmos». is
thought to have evenlually achieved sufficient physical-spatial density for its constituent
«monads» to mutually inter-acl, i.e., for it to self-intra-act. As a result. they .. 'fused"·, or
'self-converted', into, e.g., Helium atoms. or, at leasl, into ionized Helium atoms; into Helium
nuclei. all of which are 'meta-monadic' in relation to the immediately pre-atomic "particles",
e.g., t'O "electrons", ·'protons". and "neutrons". I.e.• each aJom is a 'meta-pre-atomic' "particle",
made up out of a [typically heterogeneous] multiplicity of [out of a specific suh-<<arithmos»
of] pre-atomic partkles. This is thought to have occurred even before the emergence of the first
~ - i.e., of those pre-atomics/atomics 'hybrid' or "synthesis" formations that also convert
pre~atumic particles [e.g.• ionized Hydrogen "atoms"; protons] into atoms, Heliwn and beyond.

The resulting cosmological <<arithmoi» of atoms as «monads», grow their populations.
Locally concentrating, or 'densifying', into cooler. galactic. inter-stellar, proto-slellar clouds h

clouds increasingly enriched with atoms from the accumulating "stellar nucleosyntbcsis" yield of
the self-exploding stars - they are even today observed to achieve sufficient density for their
atom-«monads» to murually interact, i.e., for each such cloud to 'self-intraaet' as a local
<<orithmos». As a result, these atom~· "'combine'" -- they 'self-convert' -- into, molecules.
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E.g., they' illtemalill!', into water molecules, diatomic Hydrogen molecules, diatomic Oxygen
molecules, Carbon Dioxide molecules, Hydrogen Peroxide molecules, Cyanide molecules, etc.
Such molecules are 'meta-monadic' with respect to atoms. -- to "Hydrogen" atoms, "Helium'"
atoms, "Oxygen" atoms, "Carbon" atoms. '"Nitrogen" atoms, etc. Molecules are 'meta-atoms'.
each made up out of a [typically heterogeneous] multiplicity of -- a specific sub-<<arithmos»l
of -- atomf. This is thoughl lo have occurred even before the emergence of the first planets, i.e.,
of those atomics/moleculars 'hybrid' or "nnthesis" formations. also converting atoms into
nwlecules ~ into water, carbon dioxide. cyanide -- and beyond.

The above.-cited are dynamical [& 'meta-dynamicar]. evolutionarv [& '!!l!!.!!-evolutionary'],
systems-forming [& 'meta-systems' fonningJ. diachronic, naruraJ-historical processes.

That is, in the Q-based dialectieal modeling of the above cited processes, 'gx ofgx·. or gx[gx],
can be interpreted as connoting the temporal self-confrontation of the gx «arithmos» in the
course of its processes of expanded self-reproduction of its monadic population, and of monadic
population "'self-condensation'" / "'self-concentration'" / 'self-densification' . The
«monads» that constitute the gx <<arithmos» interact with one another with increasing
intensity as their population counts and physical-spatial concentrations rise. The <<arilhmos»
named by gx acts, as subject Lin the sense of an English sentence] upon itself, also named by gx,
as [its own] object falso in the sense of an English senlencel, aeting upon itself in accord with a
verb which also names its characteristic mode of action(s), and, thus. which also names 9,x. The
ideogramic symbol 'gx' functions as a 'noun-verb' unity, an '''operator.... No separate
ideographic symbolization of both 'noun' and 'verb', or of 'noun' versus 'verb', is needed. Only
'sclf-juxtapositioning' ofa single, 'noun-verb identical' ideogram, here gx, is required to signify
such 'self-rcjlexion': a '''subject-object identical'" 'self-reflexive moment'; a 'self-/UI,ction',
'function-argument identical', or 'operator-operand identical'. that brings forth new ontology.

·Synchronic Dialectic', or "'Svstematic Dialectic''', is modeled. herein, using symbolizations
of 'ontological qualifier self-multiplication' that are similar to those used in the F.E,D.
'Historical-Diolectical models'. viz.• gL[gL], gw[gwl. gslg,], gp[gp], gc[gc), aod g.[gBJ.
However, the context of 'dialectical svstematicf' is one in which historical timc is, by thought
experiment, imagined to be momentaneously suspended, or frozen - is '''abstracted-from'''.
Whal docs Q 'ontological qualifier self-multiplication' mean in this, synchronic, context?

Take the expression gw[gwJ for example. This expression signals us to shift our attention from
the <<arithmos»!category of Words, each of whose <<monads» Wcontain", Letters. to
something '"diagonany''' higher, e.g., in the 'diagonal transcendence diagram' of slide 25. It
calls upon us to seek a "'higher'" <<aritlJmos»!category each of whose «monads» is a
'self·contain-ment' of Words - if, indeed, such an entity exists in our "chaotic" experience of
this [sub-]totalily ofPhoneJic Writing Systems, as we reconstruct it systematical/), in thought.

Or, take the expressions gBl9.BI and gR[gR). Each such 'self·reflexion', in each step of our
model, like 9,B[gS), in effect, "'intends'" a question: "Is there any ontology left in our "chaotic"
experience of the [sub-]torality being reconstructed in concept/theory which is still left out in the
systematic categorial account up to and including the category ga?". Or: "Do the categories, or
<<arithmni», leading up to and through category gR thoroughly systematize and exhaust our
experience, to date, with this !sub-JtotaJity?". "Have we yet reached the 're_Boolean' stopping
point, where, per our experience, gR is really just qR, and <qR afqR' equaJsjust qR only?".
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Taken generically. each progressive instance of the fonn gx[gx], asks the presentor, and the
presentees, as follows: "OK, so you've successfully "'minded'" and "mined" the category. the
<<arulzmos», whose <<monads» are named "gx's" [in our example, Letters, or Words, or
Sentences, or Paragraphs, ..., or Libraries, i.e., !lL'S, or 9.\\ 's, or gs's, or !lP's, ...• or gR'S]
of its value in rcconstructing the [sub-]totality in question. Is there a [meta-]<<arithmos» that
is of service in this reconstruction, sucb that '«nwnad»-izations' of sub-<<oritll1nOl» of the
gx <<aritlzmos» fonn its [meta-]«monadf», or [meta-]units? Or: "You've gra<;ped the role

of the gx as «monads», fanning an <<arithmos». Is there a role, in this reconstruction, in
thought, of the [sub-]totality in question, for a higher <<aritlzmo,'Ii», i.e., of higher
<<monads», of which sub-<<aritlzm()l» of the gx constitute the sub-«monlU/s»?" [in our
example, e.g.: "You've comprehended the function of Letters as units; now, is there a role, in
this thought-reconstruction of Phonetic Writings Systems. for a higher «aril/llnos», i.e.• of
higher "nits, of which Lellers constitute the .t"uh-uniis [Le., "Is there a role. in the 'dialectical
systematics' of Phonetic Writing Systems, for the catcgory/<<aritlznws» of Words?".]?".

It is a matter of predecessor <<ariJlzmo,» also supponing successor <<monads», bence
successor <<orilhnwi».

It is a mattcr of whether or not sub-<<orithmo,» of the <<aritlmws» most recently placed in
the 'meta-<<aritJrmos»-o!ogy' of the totality being systematically rebuilt in thought, in theory,
also [ann the next-to-be-p!aced [meta-]«arithmos», because those sub-«aritlzmoi» alrcady
constitute the[meta-]«monads» whose assemblage constitutes that [meta-]<<arithmo.-.». The
systematic dialectic of Phonetic Writing Systems does not stop with Letters, since subsets of the
alphabet fonn units which arc 'meta' to Letters, namely, \Vurds, units just as integral to the
Phonetic Writing Systems as are Letters. This dialectic does !!Ql. stop with Words. since subsets
of the Words multitude form unils, which are 'meta' to Words. namely, Sentences, units just as
integral to Phonetic Writing Systems as arc Words. This dialectic does stop with Libraric.'i, to
the extent that units which are 'meta' to Libraries reside outside our shared experience of this
system/sub-totality.

'Metaphorizing' Ildt'o-IOnrologicaIISd(-lF.xPllnsion via 'On'otogySoQcrs' oflSt'I(-IGrnwing Oimensiohldjty.

[Note to the Reader: This section is somewhat technical mathematically, and is also 'presumptive' of
some background knowledge regarding the history of the 'mcla-evolution' of the "Standard" systems or
arithmetic, especially of the so-called "hypernumbcr" systems. It may be skipped by a reader not versed
in this background knowledge without loss of continuity with respect to thc main narrativeJ.

This section aims to briefly begin to locate the Q 'dialectors', or 'dialectical meta-numbers', in
(1) the history of mathematical systems leading up to the present 'cumulum' / super-system of

mathematical systems. as well as (2) to locate them within that contemporaneous super-system.

Recall the opening paragraphs of the last section. Notc that if we take the ontological category of
the <<arithmos» of thc "nre-sob-atomic panicles' - e.g.• the quarks - as our «arc/,e"»
<<arithmos» category. denoted gp, then the expression [gp]II.(2A s) describes "the dialectic of
nature" as a whole, at "taxonomy level one". I.c., it describes the 'meta-monadological'
hidorical dialectic of "natural history"; the history of the self-construction of this «kosmos».

That is, the expression (gp]A(2 As) describes the progressive irruption of more and more new
"dimensions" of cosmological ontology. It describes [ev]entities of different <intrinsic
ontological dimensionality' - of higher and higher degrees of <meta-fractal self-involution' - all
co-existing within the same physical space. as the <<Qujl'tben» process of '"recursive'''
'meta~<<monad»-ization'continues to 'self-iteratc'.
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Thus-

[s =0] !tage 1. I9.pJA(2AO)

[s = 11 !lage 2. 1!lPIA(2AI) -
[s = 2] !tage 3. 1!iPJA(2A2) -

[s =3] !fage 4. I9.p)A(2A3)

9.P = pre-sub-atomics only;

9.P + 9.1 = pre-sub--atomics + sub-atomics;

gp +g~+Q.IP+ g,. = msub-/prc-sub-atomics bvbrids + atomics;

= nre-suh-atomics +...+ suf)..atomics +...+ atomics +...+ moleculars; ...

Let's pursue this metaphor, of conceprual ;"space.f'" of differing 'ontological dimensionalities·.

The <<arche"» 'ur-dialector' of the g dialectical arithmetic, named by the 'meta-numeral' 9,1,
can be modeled, 'analytic-geometrically', by a one-dimensional, unit-length line segment, thus,
by an idea-object conceived as being oriented inlta] a one-dimensional, imagined space.

Suppose that we advance a notch. in the systematic dialedic wilhin the Q arithmetic itself, from
the Q system-<<specie.f» based upon the "Natural Numbers". N = {I, 2, 3, ... }, or NO, to

that next <<species» of the 0 system-«gelws», the one based upon the "Whole Numbers",
W = to, 1, 2, 3, ... }, or wQ? We thereby incur the meta-nwnber qt, which is <<<Boolean'"

rather than 'contra-Boolean', as are the rest of the wQ [qo + qo = q., and, therefore, qlJ X q.

= q. + q... = q. + q. = q.]; wQ ={q., gl, g,. g3.... }.

Then, in wQ, the resulting new context, both, e.g., 9,1 and g2 can be modeled as unit-length line
segments, mutually-perpendicular. oriented into two different imagined-space dimensions, and
joined only at qo. the 'an-anterior' or "'origin'" end of each sueh unit-length segment. The
"square", i.e., the 'seLf-product', of gl, namely, gl X g,l = gt + gl+1 = 901 + g,2, can be
modeled as the diagoflal line segment of the lwo-dimensional plane framed by murually
perpendicular gl & g2, a diagonal whose 'an-anterior' also intersects theirs, at the qo '''origin'''.

Tbus, the <<arch/» step of the generic dialectiC, step 0, (gIJA(2AO) = gl, can be

'geometrized' as a 'hypo-diagonal', implying a I-dimcrt5ional 'hypo-cube', i.e.• a "mere" line
segment of one standard unit in length. and, thus also, a I-dimensional. imagined, ontological

space, with one onto, or ontological category, g,l, assigned lo that one ontological dimension.

Then, the nexL Slep of the generic dialectic, step I, [gil A(2 A1) = gl + g" can be 'geometrized'
as a diagonal, implying a 2-dimensional :hypo-cube', and, therefore, a 2-dimensional, imagined,
ontological space, with one onto assigned to each ontological dimension, and with this diagonal
representing their ["vector"] suml'supcrpositioning'.

Next, the third step of the generic dialectic, step 2, 19.1JA(2 A2) = gl + g, + g3 + g', can be
'geometrized' as a 'hyper-diagonal' - as the "diagonal" of a n4-dimensional hyper-cube" 
implying a four-dimensional, imagined. olttnlngical space, with one .2!!!Q. assigned. to each
nntnlogical dimensiolt.

This pattern continues, as the s in [g1]A(2 A s) ~scalates beyond s = 2.
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There is something very reminiscent, in these 'dialectors'. of «Vectors", and, more specifically,
of the "non-amalgamative sums" of the "basis" unit-vectors of the "orthonormal" vector "'basis"
of a 'statical'. n-dimensional space, e.g" £t + £2 + £'3 as "orthonormal" vector :'basis" of a 3D
space. However, there are differences as well.

one of the traditional vector products -- neither the "scalar product" nor the "vector product" 
can fonnulate the dimenswnaJlv-expalldilJg, 'dynamical' space generated by l.9.d"(2"s) as s
rises in value. The "scalar product" produce~ a non-vector. The "vector product" is designed to
keep always within the same 3-dimensional model of physical space, 'based' by £1 + £2 + £'3.
Moreover, e.g., £'1 + £'1 = 2£1, whereas !II + gl = !ll.

The wQ also have resonances with other "hypernumbers", including, e~peeially, with the
'''Clifford numbers'" and the «<Grassmann numbers.... The '''[William Kingdon] Clifford
numbers'" involve rn-dimensional spaces for the various values of m in N -

''There are Clifford algebras with units, I. el"", el·1 such that the square of each ei = -1 and

eij = -eji for i i:- j. Each product of two or more units is a new unit and so there are 21\n

different units." [Morris Kline, Mll1hemntical Thought (rom AncienllQ Modern Times, vol. 2, p. 792].

-- But the spaces of each different n-dimensionality are 'statical' and dirempt. That is, operations
within a '''Clifford space'" of dimension n do not induce a transition into a '''Clifford space'"
of dimension> n. The "'Grassmann numbers"', on the contrary, produce entities of higher
dimensionality - new units - by means of "outer product" operations within a model of physical
space "previously" ~ 'pre-product-tioD' - inhabited only by entities of lower dimensionality-

"While Hamilton was developing his quatemions, another mathematician, Hermann Gunther Grassmann
(1809-77), who showed no talent for mathematics as a youth and who had no university education in
mathematics ... was developing an ellen mare audacious generalizJ:Jtion of complex numbers.

Grassmann had his ideas before Hamilton, but did not publish until 1844, one year after Hamilton
announced his discovery of quatemions. In that year he [Grassmann - Anonynwus] published his Die
iiI/calc Ausdehnungslehre (The. Calculus ofExIellsion). ..n [Ibid., p. 792, t!mplrasis added by Anonymous].

d such that the Grassmann "hypernumbers" generate a dimensionally-expanding geometry,
generating idealized geometrical objects of ever-greater dimensionality, part of the reason for
their utility in modeling the hyper-dimen~ional physical spaces posited by "super-symmetric
string theory" --

"Though Gras~'numnJs exposition was in(!).Tricably bound up with geometriml ideas - he was in fact

concerned wilh n-dimensional geometry - we shall abSTract 'he algebraic notions mat proved to be of
lasting value. His basic notion, which he cailed all extensive quantity (extensive Grosse), is one type of

h)-pernumber with n compontms. To study his ideas we shall discuss the case n = 3. Consider two

hypeTnumbers a = aiel + 32C2 + aleJ and b = blel + hle2 + b3e3. where the 3i and hi are

real numbers and where el, e2, and eJ are primary or qualiJaJive unit.. represented geometrically by
direct[ed] line segmems of Ulli, length drawn from a comnwn origin so as to determine a right-handed

ortl,ogotlal system of axes. The 3iei are multiple.f of the primary units and are represented geometrically

by lengths 3t along the respective ax~, while a is represented by a directed line segment in space whose

projections on the axes are the lengths ai. The same is true for hi and h. Grassmann called the directed
line segments or line-vectors Srrecke. The addition and subtraction ofthese hypernumbers are deCmed by

(7) a +1- b = (al +1- bl)cI + (a2 +1- b2)C2 + (33 +1- b3)CI.
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Grassmann introduced two kinds of multiplications, the inner product and the outer product. ... For the
outu product

(9) [e;ei] - -[CiCi], [CiCi] - O.

These bracket~ are called unils 0/ Ihe second order and are nol r~duced by Gra~smann (whereas

Hamilton does) to units o/t/lefirsl order, that is, to the Ci, ... With the aid ofthe outer producl rule (9)
the outer product P oftbe hypernumbers a and b can be expressed as follows:

This product is a hypernumber o/Ihe secotld order and is e..,,-prcssed in terms of indepe"denl unils of the

second ordu." [Ibid., pp. 782-783, bold-ilalics and underline emphasis add~d !fAnunynwlL\"J.

We - to get the flavor of the 'dimensionality escalation' thal Grassmann's "'outer
multiplication'" produces - extract below a translation from Grassmann's own narrative
summary thereof, for geometrical points viewed as '(jrassmannian' hypemumbersloperators-

"IfA, B, C, D, are points, then we mean by

(1) A X B, the line, which has A and B as extremities, regarded as a definite part of the

infinite right r1-dimensional- Anonymous] line detennined by A and B;
(2) A X B X C, the triangle, whose vertices are A, B, and C, regarded as a dcfinite part of the

infinite [2-dimensional-Anonymous) plane determined by A, B, C;
(3) A X B X C X D,thetelrahedron, whose vertices are A, B, C,D, regarded as a definite part of

infinite l3.dimensional - Anonymow'] space." lMichael J. Crowe, A History or Vector Analysis:

The Evulution o/Ihe Idea 0/0 Vectorial System, p. 75, emphasis added by Anonymous].

However, the Grassmann system is organized around its interpretation for n = 0, I, 2, 3. and
larger dimensionalities 0/ geomelry. of pbysical-like spaces. The idea of a generalized,
·onJological dimensionality' is absent. The Q 'meta-numbers' are also related to recent, circa
1977-1994, work on hypcmumbers by Charles Muses. MusCs used "power-orbits" to
characterize each <<genos» ofhypemumbers. The square-root of -1, or so-called "imaginary",
hypemumher, standardly denoted i, and known from Renaissance limes, has, as its power·orbit,
the locus of iAt, from t := 0 through t = "., wherein t denotes lhe "continuous", "real" lime
variable. The i power-orbit is (1) a rcpeating perfect-circular orbit in thc two dimensional space
framed by mutually-perpendicular ·'real" and "imaginary" axes, or is (2) a right-cylindrical,
upward advancing helix in the three-dimensional space framed by the three, 'inter-mulually'
perpendicular «real", "imaginary", and "time" axes.

Meta-numbers of the form !la, where n is any element of N, as arguments of Seldon Functions
of the form 19.QI A(2 At), or even just oflhe singlc-exponent form [gll]"(t), generate, in place of
"power-orbits" - instead -- 'power meta-orbits', 'power meta-expansions', or 'qualitative-size
dimensionality-escalations. These 'meta-paths'. 'mela-trajcetories. or 'meta-courses' are capable
of modeling dialectical categorial progressions - "'superpositions'" of 'ontological qualifiers';
'multi-ontic cumula' -- such as we have seen above, as a dimelU'ionallv-[self-]expanding space.

Ever since Russell and Whitehead's Principia Malhemalica. at least, it has become traditional to
define numbers set-theoretically; to re-express numbers as sets, or to "reduce" numbers to sets.
Perhaps the best way to characterize the Q meta-numbers in terms of sets and of set theory is!!!l!
to re·express them by any static sets [of sets of ...J.
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Rather, it is to point out that the Q meia-numbers express, or model, the 'meta-dynamical sel',
the dialectical, "mental object" self-movement; the 'ideo-<<outokinesis»', i.e., the qualitative,
olltological self-expansion process, that IS the [finitary] "'Set OfAll Sets'''.

That set-object itself should be the primarv object of set theory. It is the set-theoreticaJ definition of"set".
Instead, this set has tx..oen outlawed and banished from Set Theol)', due to the "contradictions" it entails.
wTh~ Sd OfAll SeLf'" begins from the power-set of the "univerxal sel". That is, it begins from the set
ofall [idea-jobjects forming a given, "'realistic"'. Le., (init~, universe of discourse -- as <<arch'» set.

We denote the universal set by U. and its power-set by 2A V, or by So, both denoting the <<archi» set

of the "'The Set OfAll Set~·'" selr-pmgression. The Seldon Function [2AU] A(2 .....1). and the solution

equation 85 = [SoJA(2"3"). which solves the set equation &11 = [SSJ .....2. model this «<The. Set Of

All Sets"', by way of'The Power-Set Product nISeiS' producHule, whereby. for any set. S. denoting the

power-setofSby2"''S.wedefine: S ..... 2 = S union 2 ..... S = S + 2 A S.

Nol a "'propositional contradiction· ... but what F.E..D. tenns an 'idt=o-onLOlogical', '''existential''',
definitional self-contradictioll -- a special sort of 'self-duality' -- afflicts every attempt at statically

forming this finilary "'Set ofAll Sets"'. starting from the very start of such anempts, with the step 0.,
initial. or <<arche"» auempt: So = 2 A U.

No such anempt can ever include "All Sets" as its members/clements.

Whatever step of self-inc1usionlsubSl.1s-inclusion any such attempt has anained, the Set that constitutes this allempl
always still excludes every single one of the subsets of itself among which is its "improper" subset, the attcmpt-sl,.1
itself - as elements or conlent{s) of itself. That is, every single member/element of the set of all subsets - of me
"power-sel" - of that attempt-set is always a new, unprecedented element, never before SCI,.'1l as J..uch. and thus not
"'yet" included in that attempt-set. So. that anempt-sel must inJ~rnalk~ iJs~if- it's own -improper" subset - plus aU
of its odler subsets. again. OUt it thereby lnlnsfonns itself into yet a newer. unprecedented. set of "higher logical
type". a more inclusive attempt-set, whose [new] power-set is therefore, also - "again", "still" - not yet included in
its membership, from the very moment thal this new/next attempt-set is constituted. This .uSn oj Ail Sm'" thus
epitomizes '[ideo-]<~kinesU"»' - i.e., "'gJ[-c1,onN~'" [Marx]; g[[-tranSfonnation; ~-inducvJ qualitative
evolution; ontie sclf-devclopment; continuing 'self-revolutionization - as a potentially perpetual [progressive mental
~-]muJion. What accumulates inside the ever-self-expanding content ofmis ."Set ojAil SeL~'" mental 'eventity'
is a burgeoning of ever more explicit, ever more nuanced f!Xtensionoi predictJU.'i:, elahonlting the outential llriJ:!i.
already contained implicitly in U into ever greater cxplicilude. Thus, this Set, denoted SI, as I grows ever larger.
expresses the "Being" of that Universe in a way about which, increasingly a" !> increases, "Nothing" can be said
which can adequately encompass or comprehend the overall, total, joint "intension" of so vost an ensemble of
"extensions"; of so diverse a range of"predicares" or ,..determinatenesscs"', other than vacuously, as just "Being".

[Note to the Reader Interested in Following, in Dctail, the 'Oaalitative Calculations' to Follow: You will

soon need - specifically, after Slep I. - the Q '«aujl,eben» evolute product' non-distributive

"shoncut" 'qualitative multiplication' rule ror "'non-amalgamative sums'" of Q qualifiers. operating

upon each other, or upon themselves [i.e., for the '"squaring''' of such Q sums]. Suppose that the

qualifiers in the 'operalor-sum', '.[unction-sum', or 'multiplier-sum', [g. +...+ 9,:.:: J. summing n > 1
distinct qualifiers. arc ordered from the lowest "Natural" Number subscript to the highest. so that Z > 3.
Suppose that no such consLraint is imposed upon the ordering of the 'operalld-sum', 'argumenJ-sum" or

'mu!Jiplicand-.tum', consisting ofm > 1 distinct qualifiers. [ g:\ +...+ g,. J. Then that rule is -

[g.+...+g.) X [g,+...+g, I = Ilg,+..·+g,]+[[g.xg,]+...+[g.xg,]11

- in which the qualifier·pair multiplication rule given already above is applied m times. Reminder:
Don't forget to "cancel OUt" additional occurrences of any qualifier in the result you obtain after applying

the rule above, recalling the '''non-addibility' .. , 'unquantifiability', or "additive idempotency" of the Q
meta-numbers.].
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The Dimensionally·Expanding Space 'F.xplicitized' bv [q!J1\(2I\s) as a 'Possibi/itv-Space'.

We have seen that the successive values of 19l1l\(2I\s), for the successive values of s, represent,
'analytic-geometrically'. a progression of '[hyper-]diagonals" and, thereby, a progression of
conceptual spaces of escalating [hyper-ldimcnsionality, in which those '[hyper-]diagonals' are
embedded, with each successive space being a space of dimension (2I\s).

It works best to interpret these successive spaces, not as 'actuality spaces', nor even as
., 'probability spaces"', but as ,,'possibility spaces'" .

The expansion of interpreted [gI11\(2I\s), as S escalates, takes the ""algebraic'" form of an
expanding «non-amalgamative" sum of connotative 'calegorigrams'. lndividual 'categorigram'
tenns in each such sum each represent a particular ...combination.... or 'self-combination" of
the variou..., single-Iener-abbreviated. successively surfacing categorial, ontological
"'intensions'"Imcanings, or, ultimately, of the «arclle"» ontological "'intension'''/meaning.

Each 'categorigram' teml may best be interpreted as represenling, nut an ontological category
that must actualize in the self-unfolding of the modeled universe(-of-discourse]. Nor is it an
ontological category that will probably instantiate, as part of that self~unfolding. Each
•categorigram' tenn denotes no more than a category which might instantiate - as one which is
possible only - in the self·unfolding of the universe[-of·discourscl being modeled. It denotes a
category whose viability in any particular instantiation of that universe remains in doubt.

The formulation ofprobabi/ity~let alone of necessity, belongs to later, more expressively capable
categories, and systems, of dialectical ideography. Those later systems arise for high values of s
within the 'meta-systematic dialectic' of 'Natural Arithmetic'. The <<Orch£» 'caiegorigram'
term of this dialectic is denoted by~ or by gN. Th.is is a dialectic that can be modeled, in the Q,
or go, language, by [g,]A(2 As). Within this dialectic, go denotes only the second
'categorigram' term; merely the first explicitly dialectical, arithmetical, ideographicallanguage.

For example, the 'catcgorig.ram' gWL <-> g3 represents a single Lener that also serves, or that
can be 'converted' into, a Word in itself. That, at least, is how we interprel the meaning of this
term, one that combines the connotations of gw and of gL. and that, generically, denotes the
'uni-tlle!.is', i.e., the "'complex unity"', of gw and gL, in the conlext of this specific dialectic.
There is a very shorllisl of such 'Word-Leners' - such as 'I' and 'a' - in the English Phonetic
Writing System, and some instances of Phonetic Writing Systems might eschew such entities
entirely. That is, the instantiation of the gWL category is possible in general in Phonetic Writing
Systems. Some individual instances of such Systems may instantiate it, others may not.

The instantiation of the hybrid, 'uni-thesis', ontological categories of "'complex unity'" that
arise later in the cat'egorial progression exposition of Phonetic Writing Systems also remain
possible, but become, perhaps, increasingly imProbable, the later in the progression we look.

The 'categorigram' gsw <--> g6, denoting the category of the 'complex unity' of the Sentence
category and the Word category, of g5 and gw, connotes. per our interpretalion, the
<<arithmos» of Sentences that consist of a single Word. E.g.• in contemporary English -

{Yes!, 01, Stop!, Go!, Why?, Whal?, When?, Where?, Which?, How?, Who?, Damn!, ... }.

The 'categorigram' !lSWL <-> 9,7, denoting the category of the "'synthesis'" of the Sentence
calegory, the Word caLCgory, and the Letter category, connotes the «aritllmos» of Sentences
that consist of a single Word that consists of a single Letter, and is much scarcer of instances in
English: {ll, I?, ... }. Category 9.BCPSWL <--> g63, we suspect, is withoUl any instances at alL
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Choice of <<Arclle». or Initiating 'On 0'. for a Svstcmatic-Dialcctical Exposition, is Ke .
Th ontological category Letters denoted, in loan-phonogramic id ogramic shorthand
fo~ by gl 1 the starting step of our systematic, tlialectical exposition of the Phonetic Writing
Systems [sub-]totali .

It corresponds to th ontological category named Commodities in arx s svstematic
dialectical exposition of the [CapitaJ-basetll World Marker human- pecies ocjal totality in
his Capital, A C:rWque o(PoliJical Econom .

In th latter th catego of buman- ocial ontolo named' 'Com.modit~ " or, to be mor;
specific, the Elem ntary Dr Accidental Form g[ [Commodity] Value serves as the
<<archi»-<<arithmo '»/category· i.e., as the initial, initiatory monadic category representing
'the economic cell-form ofth capital-based human-societal totality.

Likewise, 'Being', Being-in-general or Indeterminate BeiJu!' served as the <<arche'»
category for the systematic dialectic-of-exposition of universa! categories attempted by Hegel in
his Science o[Logic.

Hcre in the context of the sy.stemati.c, categorial comprehension of th Phonetic Writing System

[sub-]totality the ontological category denol d by g which stands for the <<arithmos» of
phonograms and thereb [or th 'phonogram-in-general for the phonetic character as a
<<species» of the <<gellos» of human symbols - Le., for the kind of writt n ~ymhol who
value is a specific soun lern nt of human utterance - supplies the <<arch£» category. This
<<nrchi» category is the starting category for our exposition of the Phonetic Writing Systems
[ub-]lotali . It i 0 because it constitutes the ultimate < cell form of that [sub-]totality.

ith that proviso in place e are ready to lodge the following partial sampl - containing much
ellipsis - of an application of a !iVstemll1i£-dialedical method ofpresentation to the topic of the
Phonetic Writing Sy terns [sub-]totali .

Thi method of exposition answers to - orresponds to' -- the intensions and
connotations" denot d by the progressions 0 connotogrtnl1S or categorigrams that are

generated. by the dialectical-ideographic model of the Jynchronic dialectic of that [sub-]totality.
That prose presentation translates and elaborates the ideographically-expressed "intensions'
and' connotations' -- oftbe model denoted [g1]"(2"s), as S rises from 0 lo 6 -- into a phonetic
phonogramic' nan-ative form as interpreted, via the meaning(s)/connotation(s) assigned to gl.

ote that, while the "~interpreted , or minimally-interpreted Seldon Function [gJ)"(2"s)
is completely algorithmic and detenninate in its unfolding any gi en internr ted ersion, such as
the [gL]"(2"s) of our present example is not. The calegorial pTogr ssion that [gLI"(2/\ )
gener~ as s increases in value, is, precisel a matter of interpretation of connotation of
intuitive comprehension and of heuristic perception all of which rna differ for different
observers - for different experiencers of 'the same totaliJ that is being model and

systematized thereb . The symbol n T l b [gL]/\(2/\s ar ··intensional· symbols,
not extensional on . Th d note "m anings or 'bundles of connotations. These symbols
in themsel es, lea e their extensions - i.e. the exact list of aspect atlribut , characteristic
facets fealures pr dicat or qualities intended - unspec-ified; indefinite; merely suggested· " .
The choice of <<arch£» is crucial in con inu the connotations of all subsequent
'catcgorigrams' that are intended by the modeler. This is because the <<4rclle"»-<<arithnws»
-- and its <<arche"»-<<monads» -- ar ingr dient in all of the ub equently surfaced
<<arithmoi» and «monads». All subsequent categories thus <<aujheben»-'''inherit in

owever attenuated a fonn the connotations of the <<arclle"» category.
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Step 0. s = O. Focusing liwarcness upon the!&!!.ta. C8legory/<<4rithnws», as [sub-]totality <<archi».

[gL)"(2"0) = [gL]" 1 = !il.. [Note: 2"0 = 2"(+1-1) = 2"(+1) X 2"(_1) = 2/2 = IJ.

. . . Letters, phonograms - symbols which stand for sounds of speech-utterance -- arc the most
elementary key to the "magick" of Phonetic Writing System", whereby Thomas Astle's question
may be answered:

"Whence did the wond'rous
mystic an arise

Of painting speech, and
speaking to the eye?

That wc by tracing magic
Jines are taught

How both to colour, and
embody thought?"

['I'. Astle, The Origin and Progress o[Writing, (London: T. Bentley, Boll Court, 1803), p. ii.J. .. ,

Transition. We come, in the course of expositing the gL-form, to reneet I"with" the gL-fonn]

upon the.9,L form Iitself]. juxtaposing and confronting.9,L with itself. and critiquing gL in terms
of itself. immanendy. in the conceptual context of our prior experience and cognition of the
Phonetic Writing Systems [sub-]totality. "chaotic" or otherwise. Do we not find, in so doing. that
this category, of Letters, ofPhonogramie Svmbols, denoted.9,L., is inadequate. in itself, in its
own explicitude. alone and by itself, to capture and exhaust our experience and cognition of this
[sub-]lotality? Do we not find that it is iJlcomplete as a reconstruction of our experience of this
Phonetic Writing Systems [sub-]totality? Do we not find that the comprehension, as a totality. of
this [sub-Jtotality cannot be reduced to the comprehension of its elementary constituents - of the
Leners of an "alphabet" -- as its "atonu'''? Do we not find that another category, a next category,
implicitly <<aufteben»-rclated to the gl.. category. is evoked by, and thus arises immanently

intO our awareness from. that 'rejlexion' of gl, upon .9,1. itself that we mentally simulate, and
'mentally embody', in this inquiry into the completeness of our exposition? Do we not find that

this inquiry arises quite naturally, as and after the Oth step of our exposition has been enacted?
Do we not find that this next category is different in kind. in quality, and is not reducible to, its
predecessor category(y)(ies)? That this new category/'<<arithmos»-of-<<monads»' exhibits
collective 'emergent qualities'; conceptual and perceptual "'emergent properties''', which are
not explicitly exhibited by, and which therefore cannot be reduced to. its predecessor(s)?
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Step 1. s = 1. The Evocation, and Emergence into Focus, of the Words category/<<nrithmos».

[g,.jA(2At) = [gL]A2 = gL-squared

gL + delta-gL = gL + gLL

gL X gL = gL[ gL 1 = gL ofgL =

gL+gW.~: foranynillN,n A 1=n]

... The category of Letters, denoted gL, has a 'supplementllry opposite' category, a 'slKcessor
ideo-ontological category', one that makes explicit another key dimension ofthc determinations
of the Phonetic Writing Systems universe[-of-discourse].

That supplementary, successor category is noneother than the category called Words.

The 'meta-<<arithmos»' o[Words is <<aujheben»-related to the <<arilhmos» of Letters.

Each of the 'm.eta-«monads»' constituting the Words <<arifhmos» is an <<aujheben»
'self-intemalization' of the «monads» of a sub-<<arithmos» of the Letters <<arithmos».

Each <<nronatf», or Word-uniL, of the Words <<arithmos» is an <<aujheben» of a specific
sub-«arithmos» of Letters «monads».

Each Word <<monad» is (1) a negation of an ensemble of Letter «monads» as mere Letter
<<monads», (2) an elevation of that ensemble of Letter «"umads», to - i.e., by constituting
an instance of -- the new, higher, more-inclusive level, of Words, and (3) a conservation of that
ensemble of Letter «monads», as the content "'inside'" that Word-unit; as the 'internity' of
that Word-unit. Each Word-«monad» is a mcta-«monad» of a sub-<<arithmos» of the
Letter-«monads'» <<arithmos», because each Word, as a unit or <<nronad», is made up
out of a [usually] heterogeneous multiplicity of Letters, as the immediate sub-units, the
immediate sub-«monads», of that Word-unit, or Word-«monatf».

Thus, we say that the 'self-rejIexion' of this Letters ontological category, denoted 'gL OfgL"
not only 're-intends', 're-altends', and re-emphasi:les iLseU: re-implicating the Letters category,
as an aspect ofthc conservation moment of gL as an <<aufheben» operation/operator. We say
that this 'self-reflexion' also shifts our attention to something new and higher, or more-inclusive,
denoted gLL or gw - which represents the other aspect of the conservation moment of gL as an

<<oujheben» operation/operator. The connotation or intension of !J.LL calls our attention to
!J.L'S own, 'self-conservation' via the 'self-internalization' of the gL category or «aritltmos»
- of it itself -- in the fonn of the Words caLegory or <<arithmos». That Words category is
thus 'meta-monadic' in relation to the Letters category, as we have seen above.

Transition. We come, in the course of expositing the gw-form, to reflect ["with" the gw-form]
upon the gw form [itself], juxtaposing and confronting gw with itself, and critiquing gw in
tenns of itself, immanently, in the conceptual context of our prior experience and cognition of
the Phonetic Writing ::'ystems [sub-]totality, "chaotic" or otherwise. Do we not find, in so doing,
that this category, of Words, denoted gw, is inadequate, in itself, in its own explicitude, alone
and by itself, to capture and exhaust our experience and cognition of this [sub-]totality. Do we
not find that it is incomplete as a reconstruction, in thought, in theory, of our experience of this
Phonetic Writing Systems [sub-]totality?

Do we not find that another category, a next category, implicitly <<aujheben»-related to the
gw category, is evoked by, and thus arises immanently into our explicit awareness from, that

'rejIexion' of gw upon gw itself that we mentally simulate, and 'mentally embody', in this

inquiry inlo the ,·ompleteness of our exposition, arising as and after its lst step is enacLed?
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Step 2. s = 2. The Evocation, and Emergence into Focus. of the Sentences category.

[gL]"(2"2) = Igl.]"4

Igl. + gw] Of[gL + gw]

- [gl. + g,vj-squared -

... The category of Word~. denoted 9ow, has a 'supphmelltary opposite' category, a 'successor
ideo-ontological category', one that makes explicit another key dimension of the determinatiolls
of the Phonetic Writing Systemf universe[-of-discourse).

That supplementary. successor category is noncother than the category called Sentences.

The <<.grUhmos» of Sentences is <<auj1lebe1i»-related to the <<arithnws» of Words.

Each 'meta-«monad» , co-constituting the Sentences <<arithmos» is an «auj1reben»
'self-internalization' of the «monads» ora sub-<<arithmos» of the Words <<arilJrmos».
Each <<manat!», or Sentence-unit, of the Sentences <<arithmos» is an «au/lreben» of a
specific sub-<<arilhmos» of Words <<monads».

Each Sentence <<monad» is (1) a negation of a specific ensemble of Word <<monads» as
mere Word <<monads». is (2) an elevation of that specific ensemble of Word <<monads».
by crcating from them a new, higher. more-inclusive level, of Sentences. of Sentence
<<monads», and is (3) a conservation of that ensemble of Word <<monads», as the content
"'inside'" that Sentence-unit; as the 'internity' of that Sentence-unit. Each such Sentencc
<<monad» is a meta-«monud» of an <<aritllmos» of Word-«monads», since each
Sentence, as a unit or <<nwnad», is made up out of a fusually] heterogeneous multiplicity of
Words, as the sub-units, or sub-<<monads», of that Sentence-unit, or Sentence-<<manad».

Thus, we say that the 'self-reflexion' of this Words ontological category. denoted "gw of9ow',
not only ore-intends'. Ore-attends', and re-emphasizes itself, re-implicating the Words category,
as an aspect of the conservation moment of gw as an <<aujheben» operation/operator. We say
that this 'self-reflexion' also shifts our attention to something new and higher, or more-inclusive.
denoted gww or gs ~ which represents the other aspect of the conservation moment of g,w a<; an

<<aujheben» operation/operator. The connotation or intension of 90ww calls our attention to
9ow's own, 'self-conservation' via the '!ielf-internalization' of the gw category or <<ariJhmos»
- of it itself -- in the fonn of the Sentences category or <<arithmos». That Sentences category
is 'meta-monadic' in relation to the \Vords category, as we have seen above.

Transition. We come. in the course of expositing the gs-fonn. to reflect ["with" the 9os·form]
upon the g5 form [itself], juxtaposing and confronting 90S with itself, and critiquing 90S in terms
of itself, immanently, in the conceptual context of our prior experience and cognition of the
Phonetic Writing Systems [sub-]torality, "chaotic" or otherwisc. Do we not find, in so doing, that
this category. of Sentences, denoted gs, is inadequate, in itself, in its own explicitude, alone and
by itself, to capture and exhaust our experience and cognition of this [sub-'Itotality. Do we not
find that it is incomplete as a reconstruction in thought of our experience of this [sub-]totality?

Do we not fmd thal another category, a next category, implicitly <<auj1,ehen»-related to the 90s
category, is evoked by, and thus arises immanently into our explicit awareness from, that
'reflexion' of gs upon gs itself that we mentally simulate, and 'mentally embody', in this
inquiry into the completeness of our exposition, as and after its 2nd step is enacled?
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Step 3. s = 3. The Evocation, and Emergence into Focus, ofrhe PaNl.2rapbs category/<<arithmos».

l.!lLI"(2"3) = l.!lLI"8 = IgL + gw + gWL + gsl-squared

l.!lL + g" + g\\I, + gsl X l.!lL + gw + gWL + gs]
l.!lL + g" + gWI, + gsl oflgL + gw + gWL + gsl

IgL + gw + gWL + gsl + delta-lgL + gw + gWL + gsl

gL + gw + 9oW1. + gs + gSL + gS\\ + 905\\ I. + gss

9,l + gw + 9oWl., + 90S + gSL + gS\\ + gS\\L + gP.

=

. , . The category of Sentences, denoted gs, has a 'supplementary opposite' category, a
'succe:isor ideo-ontological category', Lhat makes explicit another key dimension of the
determinations of the Phonetic Writing System!!.' universe. That supplementary, successor
category is noneother than the category called Paragraphs, The <<Jlrithmos» of Paragraphs
is «auflreben»-related to the «aritll",os» of Sentences, Each of the 'meta~<<monads»'

which co-constitute the Paragraphs <<ilritltmos» is an <<auflteben» 'self-internalization'
of the <<monads» of a !iuh-<<aritllnlOs» of the Sentences <<arithmos». Each
<<monad», or Paragraph-unit. of the Paragraphs <<arithmos» is an <<aufJ,eben» of a
specific sub-<<arithmos» of Sentences «monads». Each Para..rrraph «monad» is (1) a

negation of an ensemble of Sentence «monads» as merc Sentence «monads», (2) an
elevation of that ensemble of Sentence «munads», by constituting from out of them a new,

higher, more-inclusive level, of Paragraphs, and (3) a conservation of that ensemble of
Sentence «monads», as the content "'inside'" that Paragraph-unit; as the 'intemity' of that
Paragraph-unit. Each Paragraph-<<monatl» is a meta-«mollad» of an <<arithmos» of
Sentence-«mollads», because each Paragraph, as a unit or <<monad», is made up out ofa
[usually] heterogeneous multiplicity of Sentences, as the immediate sub-units, as the immediate
sub-<<nwllads», of that ParaP.I8ph-unit. or Paragraph-<<monad». ThlL'i, our mentally
simulated 'self-reflexwn' of this Sentences category, denoted '9,5 Digs', not only 're-intends',
're-attends', and fe-emphasizes itself, re-implicating the Sentences category as a focus of our

attention, as an aspect of the conservation moment of g5 as an <<o.ujhehen»
operation/operator. This 'self-reflexion' also shifts our attention to something new and higher, or
more-inclusive, denoted gs." or gr. The latter reprcsents the other aspect of the "onservalion
moment of !Is as an <<auf1,eben» operation/operator. The ideographical 'connotation-gram',

or 'intension-gram', denoted gs."o re-directs our attention to g5'S own, 'self-conservation' via the

'self-internalization' of the gs category or <<arithmos» - of it itself -- in the fonn of the
Pangraphs category or <<arithmos». That Paragraphs category is thus 'meta-monadic' in
relation to the Sentences category, a.'\ we have seen above.

Transition. We come, in the course of cxpositing the gp.form, to reflect ["with" the !lP~fonn] upon the

gP form [itself], juxtaposing and confronting gP with itself, and critiquing 90P in terms of itself,
immanently, in the conceptual context of our prior experience and cognition of the Phonetic Writing
Systems [sub-ltotality. Do wc not find that this category, of Paragraphs, denoted gr, is inadequatl!, in
itself, to capture and exhaust our experience of this [sub-]lotality? That it is incompletl! as a
reconstruction - in and for thought ~ of our experience and cognition of this [sub-ltotality? That another
category, a next category, implicitly <<auj7uben.»-related to the gt' category, is evoked by, and thus

arises immanellf/y into our explicit awarenc..'lS from, that 'rej1exion' of 90P upon gP itself [that we
mentally simulate, and 'mentally embody', in this inquiry into the clJntpletelless of our exposition, as and
afier its 3rd step is enacted1?
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teo . s =4. The Evocation. and Emergence into Focus of the Chapters cate ory/<<aritlunos».

[g1..]1\ 21\ ) = [gL]1\16 = [g,L + g + 51 'L + gs + 9: L+ g +!l .+ gp]-squared =

[gL + g' + g\\L + g 90 L+ g . + I. + g1'] X
[gL + g + g L + g + g L + g '+!l I. + gp]

[gL + 90\\ + 90WL +!l + g. I. + g ~r + 90 \'L + 9op] of
[gL + 90w + gWL + g + g + gS\ + 90SWL + !lp]

[gT. + 9o~ + gWL + gs + g L +!lS\! + g. WI. + gp] +
della-[gL + gw + g L+ g + gSL + !l + gSWL + gp]

!l.L + !I.' ' + !I + g. + g L+ 90sw + g L+ g1' +
gn + g1''' + !l.I"\ + g . + gP L+ gr + !lP '" L+g .

. . . Th calego of Paragraphs, denoted 90r has a upplementary opposite caIego , a
'succe' or ideo-ontological category, that makes xplicit another ke dimension of th
determinations of the Phonetic Writing System'i uni erse. That supplem ntMy successor
category is noneother than the category call d Chapters. The <<arithmos» of Chapters is
<<aujheben»-related to the <<arithmos» of Paragraph. Each of the '!!l!l!!:.-«monads»
which co-constitutes the Chapters <<arithmos» is an <<aufheben» 'self-internalization' of
the <<nlo"ad~'» of a ub-<<aritllmos» of the Paragraphs <<arilnn'lOs». Each
<<monad» or Chapter-uni of the Chapters <<arithmos» is an <<aujlreben» of a ~pecific

suh-<<aritlmws» of Paragraphs <<monads». Each Chapter «monad» is (1) a negation

of an ensemble ofParcurraph <<monads» as mere Paragraph <<monads» (2) an elevation of
that nsemble of Paragraph <<monads» b constituting out of them an instance of a ne
higher mor inclusive Ie el of Chapters. and (3) a conser arion ofthar en emble of Paragraph
<<monads» as the content inside" that Chapter-uni . as the 'intemity of that Chapter-uni 0

Each Chapter-<<monad» is a meta-<<nlOllad» of an <<arithmos» of Paragraph
<<monads» because ea h Chapter, as a unit/<<monad» is made up out of a heterogeneous
multiplicity of Paragraphs, as the immediate sub-units or ub-<<monads'», of that Cha ter
unit or Chapter-«monad». Thus, the 'self-reflexion of this Paragraphs category, denoted
'!l.p of 901" not only re-intends' re-attends' and re-emphasizes itself, re-implicating the
Paragraphs category as an aspect of the conservation moment of !l.1' as an <<aujheben»
operation/operator. We sa that this 'self-reflexion' also hift our attention to something ne
and higher or more-inclusi e denoted !l.pp or 90 - which represents the other aspect of th
conservation moment of !l.P as an <<alljheben» operatio operaror. The ideographical
'C01Dlotogram or intensiogram gPP, re-directs our an ntion to gP own self-conservation

°a th ·self-internalization of the gP cat gory or <<ariJhmos» - of it itself -- in the form of
the Chapter category or <<arithmo :». lbat Chaptc category is thus meta-monadi in
relation to the Paragraph category as we have seen abo eo

Transition. We come, in the course of expositing gc, to renect L"with" g ] upon gc [itself]
confronting !I.e with itself crili",/uing gc in terms of itself, immanently, in the context of our
prior experience of Phonetic Writing Systems. Do we not find that this category of Chapters, i
iJladequate to capture our experience of this [sub-]totality? That a next category is evoked b
this 'reflexiDn of g upon gc itself that we 'mentall mood in thi inquiry into th

completeness of our xpo ilion, as and after i 4th step is enacted?
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Step 5. s = 5. The Evocation, and Emergence into Focus, ofthe Books category I <<ari/hmos».

[gL + 90w + 90WL + 9.s + gSL + 90s", + gSWL + gP +
gPL + grw + gPWL + gPS + gPSL + grsw + gPSWL + gel-squared

[gL + gw + gWL + gs + gSL + gsw + g"'". + gr +
9.1'1. + gpw + grwL + gl'S + !lPSL + gpsw + gPSWL + gel X

[gL + gw + gWL + gs + 90SL + gsw + 90swL + gl' +
!lPL + gpw + gpWI. + 90rs + 90PSL + 9oPS\\' + 9oI'SWL + 9.r.]

(gL + gw + 90\\1. + 9.s + gSL + gsw + g~'"\\L + 90P +
gPL + g", + g",1. + gPS + gPSI. + gPS\' + g...wl. + gel of
[gl. + gw + gwl. + !is + gsl. + gsw + gSWL + gP +
!iPL + gt>w + 901'\\'1. + !iPS + 9,PSl + grsw + grswL + gc]

[gL + gw + gWL + gs + gSL + gsw + gSWL + gP +
gPL + gpw + grwL + gPS + grsl. + gPSW + gPSWI. + ge] +

delta-I!ll. + !lW + !lWI. + gs + !lSI. + gsw + !lSWL +!lP +
gPL + gpw + gPWL + gl'S + gPSL + gpsw + gt>SWL + gcl

gl. + !lW + gwl. + !lS + !lSI. + !lSW + !lSWI. + gP +
gr1. + gpw + 9,I'WL + !IPS + 90PSl + 9,rsw + !lpSWL + !l.C +
gCl + g(.'"\\ + gl.'"\\'L + ges + yCSL + gr:sw + gC.sWL + gel' +
gcn + !lCPW + get"\ L + geps + gePSI. + gepsw + gcrsWl + gee

9.1. + 9.'" + gWl + gs + gsl. + gsw + 9,5\\'1.. + !II' +
gPL + !lpw + gPWL + gl'S + gPSL + gpsw + gPSWL + gc +
gCL + ycw + gewL + ges + gcst.. + guw + yCSWL + gel' +
gCPL + gcpw + 9.c:rWL + gel'S + gel'SL + gct>SW + gCPSWL + !lB.

. . . The category of Chapters, denoted ge, has a 'supplementary opposite' category, a
'successor ideo-ontological category', one that makes explicit another key dimension of the
determinations of the Phonetic Writing Systems universe[-of-discourse].

That supplementary, successor category is noneother than the category of Boob. The
<<Qrithmos» of Books is <<aufheben»-related to the <<Qrithmos» of Chapten.

Each of the '~-<<monads»' which co-constitute the Books <<arithmos» is an
<<aufhehen» 'self-internalization' of the <<monads» of a <<speci»-jic IJJ.!l~<<ar;thmos»

of the <<arithmos» of possible Chapters. Each Book-<<monad», or Book-unit, of the Books
«aritllmos» is an «mljheben» of a sub-<<Qrithmo,f» of Chapters «monads».

Each Book «monad» is: (1) a negation of an ensemble of Chapter «monads» as mere
Chapter «monads», (2) an elevation of that ensemble of Chapter «monads», to - i.e., by
constituting an instance of·· the new, <"higher"', i.e., more-inclusive leveVscale, of Rooks, and
(3) a conservation of that ensemble of Chapter «monads», as the content "'inside'" that
individual Book-unit; as the 'internity' of that individual Book-unit.
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Each Book-<<monad» is a meta-«monad» of an <<arithmos» of Chapter-<<monmls».
because each Book, as a unit, or <<monad», is made up out of a [usually] heterogeneous
multiplicity of Chapters, as the immediate sub-units. or sub-«monads», of that Book-unit, or
Book-<<mollatt». Ideographically, in F.E.D.'s shorthand-

ge X ge = ge[ ge J = ge ofge = ge + delta-ge = ge + gee = ge + gB.

We therefore say iliat the 'self-reflexion' of this Cbapters category, denoted 'gc o/gc', first of
all, 're-intends', <re-anends', and re-emphasizes itself, re-implicating the Chapters category, as
one of two aspects of the conservation '"moment''' of ge as an <<aufhehen»
operation/operator.

We say also that this 'self-reflex-ion' shifts our anenrion to something new and higher, or more
inclusive, denoted gee or 9.R - which represents the other aspect of the conservation moment of
gc as an <<aujheben» operation/operator.

The ideographical 'connotation-gram'. or 'intension-grarn" denoted gec. re-directs our anention
to !lc's own, 'self-conservation' via the 'self-internalization' of the gc category or
<<arithmos» - of it itself -- in the form of the Rook.~ category or <<orithmQs».

That Books category is thus 'meta-monamc' in relation to the Chapters category, as we have
seen above.

Transition. We come. in the course of expositing the gK-fonn, to reflect ["with" the gB·form]
upon the !lB form [itself], juxtaposing and confronting g8 with itself. and critiquing gB in terms
of itself, immanently, as a category of completed comprehension. in the conceptual context of
our prior experience, and cognition, of the Phonetic Writing Systems Isub--ltotality.

Do we not fmd. in SO doing, that this category. of Books, denoted giS, is inadequate. in itself, in
its own explicitude. alone and by itself, to capture and exhaust our experience and cognition of
this [sub-]totality? Do we not find that it is incomplete as a reconstruction of our experience of
this Phonetic Writing Systems [sub-]totality?

Do we not find that the comprehension, as a totality, of this [sub-]totaiity cannot be reducetl to
the comprehension of its elementary constituents - of Books -- as its "otoms"?

Do we not fmd that another category, a next category, implicitly «auflleben»-related to the
g8 category, is evoked by, and thus arises imma1lf!lltly into our awareness from, that 'rejIexion'

of gB upon gB itself that we mentally simulate, and 'mentally embody'. in this inquiry into the
completeness of our exposition?

Do we not find that this inquiry arises quite naturally. as and after the 5th step of this systematic,
dialectical exposition has been enacted?

Do we not find that this !!!E.. category is different in kind, in qualitY, and is not reducible to, its
predecessor category(y)(ies)? That this new category, this new <<orithmos»-of-<<monads».
exhibits collective 'emergent qualities'. conceptual and perceprual "'emergent properties.. ••
which are not explicitly exhibited by, and which therefore cannot be nduced to. its predecessor
categories ~ which carmot be reduced to its predecessor <<arithmol» and their <<monads»?
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Step 6. s = 6. The Evocation, & Emergence into Focus, of the Libraries category! <<arilhmos».

fJIL + gw + gWL + gs + gSL + gsw + gswL + gP +
gn + gpw + gPWl. + grs + grsL + g~'w + g~'WL + gc +
gel. + gew + gewL + ges + gCSL + gcsw + gCSWL + gCP +
gePL + gow + !lCPWI, + gas + gCPSL + 9,nsw + gCPswL + gsl-squared

fJI•. + gw + gWL + gs + gSL + gsw + gswl. + gP +
!lPl. + !lrw + grwL + gPS + gPSL + !Ipsw + gPSWI. + ge +
gn + gew + gcwL + gcs + gCSL + gcsw + gcswl. + gCP +
gePi. + gerw + gel'wl + go'S + gCPSL + get'Sw + gC.PSWL + g8] X
Igi. + gw + gWl + gs + gSL + gsw + gSlvl + gP +
9,PL + gpw + grwL + Q,rs + gpSL + gpsw + gpsw!.. + gc. +
gel + gcw + gCWl + ges + gCSL + gcsw + geswl + gCP +
gCPL + gepw + gCP\VL + gcrs + gCPSL + gcl'Sw + gCPSWL + gs]

(gL + gw + !l\\ L + g5 + gsl. + gsw + 90swl + 9,1' +
gpL + gt>\\ + gP\\"l + gPS + gPSI. + grsw + grswl + gc +
gel + g<..'\\ + gcwL + ycs + gCSL + gCS\\ + !lCSWI. + gCP +
!lePL + gcP\\ + gCP\\L + gel'S + gCPSL + gcrsw + g<"'1'S\\L + gB]
oj
fJIL + gw + gWL + gs + gSL + gSlv + !ISWL +!IP +
grL + gpw + gpWL + !IPS + gPSL + gpsw + 9,PSWl + gc +
gn + g<.."W + gCWL + gcs + gesL + gesw + gCSWl + gel' +
gCPL + gel'w + gCt>\VL +!lCPS + gCPSIA + gc.psw + gCPSWL + gs]

IgL + gw + gWL + gs + gSL + gsw + !ISWL + gP +
gPl. + gpw + gpwl + grs + gPSL + gpsw + gPSWL + gc +
geL + gew + gCWL + ges + g<""SL + gcsw + gcswL + gCP +
gePL + gcpw + gCPWL + gO'S + gCPSL + gcpsw + gCPSWL + !lsi +

delta-fJIL + gw + gWI. + gs + gSL + gSlv + gswl + gP +
!lPl + gp\\, + gpWL + !lPS + gPSL + gPS\\' + gpSWL +gc +
gel + g(:w + gCWL + gcs + gCSL + gcsw + geswl + go +
gCPL + gel'w + gCPWL + gCPS + gersl, + gcPSW + gCI'SWL + gs]

!II. + gw + gWl + !IS + gSL + gsw + gswL + gP +
gPL + grw + gPWL + gPS + gPSL + gPSW + gPSWL + ge +
gel + gcw + gCWL + !lcs + gCSL + !lesw + gcsWl# + gCP +
gCPL + gcrw + geP\VL + get'S + gCt'SL + .!lepsw + Q,CPSWL + ga

gOL + gBW + !lBWL + gss + gBSL + !lssw + !l.SSWL + !lRP +
!lBpl + gopw + !lBI'WL + gaps + gSPSL + glu'S\\, + gapswL + gR('" +
!lBCI. + gBew + !l.Bewl + gB<..'S + !lBC"L + g8CS\\' + gacswl, + gRCP +
gBCpL + .!lacpw +gRepw!. + gBCI'S + !l.BCrsL + gBCI'SW + .Q,BCPS\\l +g8B
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!IL + g ,+ g L +!l +!l +!l +!l L + !lP +
!lP + !lPW + !lPWL +!l + g Ll + g + !lPSWL + g +
g L + gev +!l. L +!l + g + g + 9,(: +!lCP +
!l PL + 9,CP + gCPWL + gCPS + gCPSL + !lCPSW + !l NL + 9,8

!lU + gBW + 9,nWL +!l0 + gUSL + !IS + gnswL + gnp +
!l8P + 9,BPW + gnpwL + !l81" + glU"L + !lBPSW + gnp WL + 9.8' +
9,8' + gs + 9,RCWL + gn + !lSC' + 9,SCSW + go. 'L + 9,8CP +
90B PL + gB 'l'W + 9,RCPWI. + gocPS + 9,8' . + gB \ + !Inc. L + fIR

~+~+w+~+~+~+w+g +
g9 + 9.10 + 9.11 + 9,12 + 9o1l + gu + 9,1. + 9,16 +
gl + 9,18 + 9,19 + 9.20 + 9021 + 9,22 + 9,23 + 9,24 +
g2 + 9,26 + 9,27 + g28 + 9029 + 9,30 + g31 + 9,32

~+~+p+p+~+p+p+~ +
g;ll + g.12 +g.u + g-« + 9o~S + g~ + 9:~ + !I-I8 +
!l49 + g- + g.1 +!l52 +!lSJ +.9.54 + 9055 + g56 +
g - + g- +!lS + 9,68 + 9,61 + 9.6- + gl + 9.6-1.

<->

. . . The category of Boo , denoted 9.8 has a supplementary opposite' category a successor
cat gory of Phonetic Writing Systems id a-ontology one that makes explicit another ke
dimension of the determinations ofthe Phonetic Writing Systems universe[-of-discourse].

That supplementary, succes or category is noneother lhan that of ibraries.

Th <<arithmo» of Libraries is <<allj7,eben»-relatedto the <<aritJ'mos» of Books.

Each of the meta-<<monads»' which co-constitute the Libraries <<arithmos» i an
<<aufheben» elf-internalization of the «monads» ofasoecific sub-«aritllmos» ofth
Boole «aritlzmos». Ea h Librarv-<<monad» or Library-unit, of the Libraries
<<arithmo » is an <<aufllebell'» ofa sub-<<arithmo »ofthe Books «monads».

Each Library «monad» i (1) a negation of an ens mble of Book <<monads» as mere Book

«monads» (2) an elevation of that ensemble of Book <<monads», to - i.e. by constituting
an instance of -- the new higher, more-inclusive level of Libraries as units/«monam» and

a conservation of that :nsembl of Book «monads» as lh content· inside' that
Library-unit; as the interni ofthaI Library-unit.

Each Librarv-<<monad» i a meta-«monad'» of an <<mithmos» of Book-<<mona >
Each Library, as a unit, or «monad», is made up out of a [usuall ] heterogeneous multiplicity
of Books, as the immediate sub-units, as the immediate sub-<<monads», of that Library-unit,
or Library-«monad» [A homogeneous multiplicity of books - a multitude of copies of the
same book - is a mere Inventory or Stock., not a Library]. Ideographically, in F.E.D. 's shorthand:

90S X.9,B = gBL 9,B I = gD ofgB = gB + delta-gB - !lB + .9,OB - !lB + gR.

Thus our mentall -simula ory .gn of9.8 re-intends
•re-attends and re-emph iz category as the moment
of simple r production ' of its idea, which is on of the 0 aspects of the conservation

moment'" of the action of gn as an <<allfheben» operation/operator.
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This 'se!f-rej1exion' also shifts our attention to something new and higher, i.e., something more
[self--Jinclusive, denoted g88 or gR. The latter represents the other aspect of the conservation
"'moment'" of the mental action of!lR as «aujheben» operation; the "'moment'" of the
[qualitatively, 'ideo-ontologically'] "'expamlel/ reproduction'" of its idea. The ideographical
symbolic 'connotation-gram', or 'intension-gram', g88, re-dircets OUf attention to another
"'moment'" of g8'S 'self-consen'tltion', onc!!l!!. the 'se!f-infernaliz.otion' of the !l0 category or
<<arithmos» - of it itself -- in the form of the Libraries category or <<arithmos». That
Librariell: category is thus 'meta-monadic' in relation to the Rooks category, as we saw above.

Concluding [Non-ITransition: "'Transition'" to Terminus. We will pretend that, reflecting
["with" the glt-form] upon the gR form [itself], in the context of our prior-to-present experience
of thc Phonetic Writing Systems [sub-]totality, 're-Boolcan-ius' for us. We will pretend that it
"·simply-reproduces'" only this category, Libraries, therefore denoted qR, as in Boole's
"Fundamental Law ofThought"; i.e., a'i if: qR XqR ~ qR, ala 1 x 1 = I, and 0 x 0 = O.

We will pretend that, even though we can imagine an 'ideo-ontology', and a corresponding
practical human-social acruaJity. 'capture-able' by a psych-historical category of human-social
ontology 'denotable' by gRR = gx, that not only the actuality, but the very possibility, of any
such socio-culnrral, psycho-historical category resides beyond our sensuous/thought-experience
to-date. We will pretend that any such actuality resides beyond the temporal, historical
OBthickness'" of the 'syncluornc slice' ofnaturallhuman history we selected to be reconstructed
in thought by our 'svnchro1tic diale,·tic' of the Phonetic Writing Sys/ems [sub-]totality.

Thus, this scientific, empirical data-based, experience·based, thought-experiment-based,
systematic-dialectical, categorial-c-umulum reconstruction, in mind, of our known Phonetic
Writing Systems [sub-]totality must end with the 64-category 'ideQ-cumu/um', 'denotable' by-

~+~+···+w+···+~+···+~+···+p+···+~

<->gl+ g2 +...+ g,,+...+ gll+...+ gI6+...+ gJ2+...+ .!l6J.

The above is its expression in the dialectical-ideographic language of the '''Non-Standard''',
second system of arithmetic, second after N, I.e., in the "first contra-thesis', Q-based system.
namely !lQ, the first system of explicitly dialectical arithmetic. That '''NOll-Standard''', 'first
contra-thesis'. Q-based, or go <••> 9.2, system of dialectical arithmetic arises consecutively
next, after the 'zeroth" "<<.archi»-thesis', namely the "Standard", N-based, or gN<-> 91,
system of arithmetic - all as per the Q-based, '''categorial-progrcssion''', 'systeI11:!:-progression'
model of this'meta·svstem-atic dialectic' of the systems of dialectical arithmetic, compactly
denoted by [gN]A(2 As), S= 0, to S = " .. The N-based system, namely !lN, is only an implicitly
and degenerately dialectical one. Steps one and two of this •Dialectic of the Systems of
Dialectical Malhematics' are -

Generic QlUmtl(l"r3', "Natural" Numbers + Ontologictl/ OuaJi{ier$, 'Meta-Natural Numbers' 

purelv-Qualll/tative system + purclv~qualitative system.

purelv-auontitutive system + purely-qualitative system + qualo--quamitutive system + •••

Purt O!llnt"Otrr SYSltm + Purr Qn'-" QUQl"(i~r.cSOltrn + n,'brid, 'Qnto-Quan/ie' Svst"m + Purt Mt'trJcgl QUllificr~ Snltm.
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What This "'Complete'" Reconstruction Still Leaves Out.

The 'Homeomorphic Defect' Tnherent in the First Dialectical-Tdeographic Language. The
language of the Q ideography exhibits a capability to model the progression of categories for
comprehending the Phonetic Writing Systems lsub-jtotality, or «universe of discourse", at what
F.E.D. terms "taxonomy level 1". That is, the Q language can capturc thc progression of the
"top-level", "maximal" categories, describing the overaU'meta-1tWnado[ogy' of that "universe".

However, the Q language lacks the capability to concurrently 'eo-explieitize' "taxonomy level
2" for this, or for any, "universe of discourse"; likewise for '"taxonomy levcl3" and greater.

The Q language lacks the capability to 'co-explicitize', e.g., both the Letters "'division'" and
the "'sub-divisions'" within it, plus the "'sub-sub-divisions'" within each of those
"'subdivisions"', etc.

Examples of this 'Sub-Division Description Defect'. For example, within the Letters category,
where, in our Q model, is there a place [or such sub-categories as vowels vs. consonants?

Within the Words category, where is there '"room''' for such sub-categories as !!..Q.!!..!!.l! vs.
verhs, or as svnonyms vs. antonyms, or ac; plurals vs. singulars, or ac; hold vs. italics vs.
underline vs. capitalization vs. color single-word emphasis, or as contractions. and
abbreviations, or as word-components like prefixes vs. suffixes, or as apostrophe possessives?

Within the Sentences category, where is there '"room''' for the sub-categories addressing such
«grammatical", sentence-structure phonetic writing phenomena as subject vs. object, or as
subordinate clauses, or as prepositional phrases, or as embedded ideograms, embedded
pietograms, & other embedded non-phonocrams [S, %, #, &, *, @, (,), [,), {, }, +, -, I, \,
<, =, >, ", ... j, or as punctuation le.g., '.', ',', ':', ';', '!', '?', ' ... ', ..J, or as ellipsis dots, or
as first-letter-of-first-word capitalization?

Moreover, how would we even begin to find a place, in such models, for such exotic, complex
"'hybrid'" phenomena as acronyms, synecdoche, hyperbole, and 'hvpobole'?

An Acronym replaces several Words by their lead Lette'rs, using those Letters to form a new
Word. 'Helically', by way of converting Words back lo Letters, 'acronymization' returns to the
Words level, to form new Words, often designed for connotative resonance with existing Words.

The «genos» category for the 'meta-«monads»' of Letter-«monadP> is that of
'character·strings'. Words belong to a <<species» category of that <<genos» category that
we might call the <<species» of "'well-formed'" character-strings, as opposed to a contrary
<<species» category of that <<genos» category - the category of [Word-level] "'gibberish"'.

The «genos» category "Collections of Books" connotatively-contains a <<species»-level
distinction, or opposition, between heterogeneous versus homogeneous collections of books.
Any heterogeneous collection of books would tend to sort to one of the suh~«~pecies»

categories of the Libraries <<species»-catcgory. A homogeneous collection of books, on the
contrary, i.e., a collection consisting of multiple copies ofthe same book - would tend to sort to a
category at the sub-<<species» level of the Book Inventories <<species»-category.

Within the F.~.D. progression of the systems of dialectical mathematics, we must look further

than the g arithmetic's 'first contra-thesis' -- contra the N arithmetic's <<arche»-thesis - to

the 'first un;-thesis' arithmetic, U, and well beyond it, for the linguistic, expressive capabilities
identified above, that are missing in Q.
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Later systems of dialectical mathemalics, that emerge in that 'meIa-systematic-dialectical',
categorial-progression-modeled systems-progression, can 'co-cxplicitize' any given number of
levels of division, sub-division, sub-sub-division, ... and sub-sub-sub- ... -division, while still
concurrently capturing the ltaxonomy level one' process of ·mcta-monadi7.ation'.

Such capability emerges in the 24th system of dialectical ideography, which has the wherewithal
to 'co-explicitize' both 'taxonomy levell' divisions, and 'taxonomy level 2' divisions -- a level
of"sub~divisions" for each "division", e.g., a multiplicity of<<species» for each «genos».

Such descriptive capability deepens with the 56th system of dialectical ideography, which can
'co-explicitize' taxonomy levels 1, 2, and 3 - divisions, sub-divisions, and sub-sub-divisions.
The 120msystem can eo-explicitize all the way to 'taxonomy level four'.

further detail on these later systems of dialectical arithmetic can be found on pages 7 and IJ of
the PDF of the documenl entitled Dialectical Pictography, reachable via the following link-

bup:Jfw.."".diakctiesorgiarclli\-ulpd0F.ED~%20~OPll1oppby,%20I.•%20S)'SltJIatir;;%20Diakctks,%20Pans%201.
XU..%20 liMAY200I.pdf

'"Placement''' for more complex, exotic categorial hybridizations may be facilitated by
applying the more deeply non-commutative variants of the "product rules" for 'qualitative
multiplication', 'ontological qualifier multiplication', or 'categorio1 multiplication', More
detail regarding these alternative product rul~s may be found on p. A-47 of the primer document
PDF. reachable via-

bup:JJwww.daalt.Clics.()rglan:hiv~flF.F..D.%20IntrO.%20Lcncr.%20Suppkrrn:nl%20AJ.%2Ov~pdf

- including, especially, more detail regarding the so-called "GOdelian" product-rules.

The '-GOdclian" product-rules use a prime-factordble number-based, i.e., a composite-number
based "GOdel-numbering" scheme to encode the exact syntax of the multiplication-expression
into the subscript of the 'ontological increment term' - the "!!£!!!" term -- of the resulting
product-expression.

Reversing the syntactical order - interchanging the multiplier and multiplicand, the operator and
operand, or the function and argument roles -- in a Q multipJier-"times"-mulriplicand expression
therefore changes the subscript value of the 'ontological-increment term' of the resultant
.. ·product....expression. That term can therefore reflect the syntactical order of those two
mutually-multiplied meta-number factors within the syntax of that 'incremental ontology'
component of that product-expression or 'resultant-expression'.
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arxian SvstematiJ: Di.aJ«tic & DiolecncaJ Immanent Critigue [Determinate Self- egationJ
of the Bourgeois-Ideologi.cal~cien.ceof olitical Econom .

ha e illustrated at length the Q rno ling ofsvsteltUl1ic dialectic for a familiar [sub-]totall
that of Phonetic Writing Sy lems.

ow with that experience under our belts', and before transitioning to the models of historical

dialectic of the next Part, let' briefly consider another Q-based model. Let's consider a model
of arx s at least partly SYstematic-dialectical rendering of his immanent critique [or
determinate se(fnegation] of the bourgeois-ideological- cicnce 0 political economy, and ofth
po itive theoretical fruition 0 this critiqu in his Capital, 11. Critique OfPolilical Economy.

ake the <<arithmos»/ at gory of ommoditie as our <<ardJe» category for this
experiment [cf. Caei/al,1. hapter f. Commodities] denoting it b the Q symbol ge <-> gl.
Th n our '''Table of Contellf model for a Marxian critique ofpolitical economy becom :

Ideogramic' Title: [The vnchronic Dialectic of Capital:] Ig.]"(2"s), s;;;; 0, ... ,3.

[ =0]: Chapter I. [gc]"(2"0) - 90

[s = 1]: ChapL r II. [ge]" 2"1 - g + 90)1

[s = 21:
Chapter ur. [gel" 2"'2 = g + gM+ gM gK

[s = 3J;
Chapter IV. [gc]"(2"3);;;; g '+.9,M +.9,M + gK+ gKC+ gKM+ gKMC + gKK.

Translating th intensions of the connotograms set forth abo e into phonetic fonn. we oblain-

ock-up of "Tahle of ontents" implied by [gc '" 2"s) for teps S = 0 through s =3

Title: The vnchronic Dialectic of apital, Level 1 Antith

[s =0]: Ch. I.

[s ;;;; 1]: Ch. II.
[s :;;:: 2]:

Ch.

[ = 3]:

Ch.

Commoditie = ge <-> 9,1 le. CQpjlalI~ Chapler I., Commodities]

Monev = g <-> 9,2 ref. Capital l., Chapter /II., Mon ·Y. or Ih~ Circu11.tion of ommodilies]

g,1 <--> g3 [ef. Capital I.. ChapleT II., Exchange]-

ection 1. on - diated Exchange-ofMoneyfoTCommoclifies.andofCommoditiesfoT fa

ection 2. The on - ediated Mane.. - ubsumed Circulation a f Commodities

Capital = 9, <-> g4
ection 1. Commoditv-Capital = gKe <-> g [c[~J1.Chapl?:rl/l~

The Cm:ult ofCommodily-Capital]

Section 2. onev-Capital - Q,KM <-> 9,6 feE Cqpita/II .• ChlipteT t.•
The Circuit of Money-Capital J

Section 3. Capital-Process as a Whole = 90 f <--> 9,7 ref. CapltalIl., PART ill.,
The 'Repmdllction and Circulalion of the Aggregate 'io1 Capital~ Capllal «Buell» ill..
lorigina1ly] Formations ofthe Proe as Q Moll!]

Revolution = 90KK <-> .9,8 [ef. Vall. Ch. XXXlI~ Hism' Ten en 0 Capllahst Accumulation]
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Marx described the <<archi» category(y)(ies) of his dialectical systematics of capital in his
preface to the first Gennan edition of Capital, as follows:

"Every bevinning is difficult, holds in aU sciences. To understand the first Chapter, especially the section that contains the
analysis ofcommodities, will, therefore, presem the greatest difficulties. That which concerns more especially !he analysis of !he
substance of value and the magnitude of value, 1 have, as much ac; it wac; possible, popularized. The value-form, whose fully
developed shape is the money-j'orm, is very elementary and simple. Nevertheless, the human mind has for more than 2,000 years
sought in vain to get to the bottom ofi!, whilst on the other hand, to the successful analysi ofmuch more composite and complex.
foIIIlS, there has at least been an approximation. Why? Because the body, as an OTgQJUc whole, is more easy of study than are the
celJs of that body. In the analysis of economic forms, moreover, neither microscopes nor chemical reagents are ofuse. TlLeforce
ofabstraction must replace both. But in bourgcois society the commodity-form of the produc/ of labor - or the value-form el.
the commoditv -is the economic ceU-form. To the superficial observer, the analysis of these forms seems to turn on minutiae. It
does in fact deal with minutiae, but they are ofthe same order as those dealt with in microscopic anatomy. With the exception of
the section on vaJue-j'orm, therefore, this olume cannot stand accused on the score of difficulty. I pre-suppose, of course a
reader who is willing to learn something new and therefore to think for himself. [Capital 1., International
Publishers, [NY: 1967], pp. 7-8, emphasis added by Anonymous].

The <<arche'» category as described above is either Commodities, the topic of the first chapter
as a whole, or, more "'microscopically"', Tile Value-Form of the Commodity, starting with
Section 3., "The Form of Value or Exchange-Value", and its first sub-section, sub-section A,
entitled "Elementary or Accidental Fornl of Value". We have tested the category of
Commodities, as <<arche>>-category, above. If we wish to test the consequences of choosing a
'deeper' <<arche»-category for the systematic diaLecti.c of Capital, we can set 9,1 <--> 9,A =
The Elementary Form of Value, expanding [g,AJ"(2"s) to:

[The Synchronic Dialectic of Capital:] [gAy'(2"s), 8 = 0, ... , 4.
[8 = 0]: [gA]"(2"0) - 9,A.
[s = 1]: [g,A]"(2"1) - 9,A+9,8.
[8 = 2]: [9,A]"(2"2) 9,A+9,B+ [9,BA= gc] + [g88= g}I].
[s = 3]: [gA]"(2"3) 9,A + 9,B+ gc + 9,M+ gMA + gMB+ g 1C + [g~1M= gK].
[s=4]: I9,AI"(2"3) - g +gB+gC+gM+9,MA+gMB+gMC+gK+

gKA + 9,KB + 9,KC + gKM + gKMA + gKMB + gKMC + gKK.

Translating the intensions of the connotograms' set forth above into phonetic form, we obtain--

[ef. Capita/T., PART L, Ch.l., Sec. 3. A]

[ef. CamtaIL, PART L, Ch.l., Sec. 3. C.]

[ef. Capital L, PART L, Ch.l., Sec. 3. D.]

[ef. C-OpiJa/L, PART L, Ch.l., Sec. 3. D.]

<->gl

<->g2

<-->g3

<->g4

Title: Syuchronic Dialectic of Capital. LeveL 1 Antitheses & [Partial] Syntheses
[s = 0]: ch.1. Commodity

Sec. A.Elementary Value-Form = g/\
Sec. B. Expanded Value-Form = gB
Sec. C. General Value-Form = gc
Sec. D.Mone Value-Form = g

[s = 3]: ch.2. Monev
Sec. 1. Measure of Values - gMA <--> gs [et: CapitalT., PART L, Ch.lll, Sec. 1.1
Sec. 2. Medium of Circulation - gMB <--> g6 [et: Capitall., PARTT., Ch.lll., Sec. 2.1

Sec. 3. Means of Payment - gMC <-> g7 [ef.I., PART 1., Ch lll., Sec. 3.hl

ch.3. Capital gK <-> g8 [efL,PARTlI.]

Sec. 1. Commodity-Capital = 9,KA,B,C <-> 9,9.10,11 [ef. II., PART L. Cb. I.]

Sec. 2. Monev-Capital = gKM ,B <-> g12,13,14 [cCII., PART L, Ch.llf.]

Sec. 3. Total Social Capital = 9,lG\1C <-> 9,15 [ef. II., PART III., & Vol. IlL]

Ch. 4. Revolution = gKK. <--> g16 (ef. Yol L, Ch. XXX1J.., Historical Tendency of Capitalist Accumulation)

[8 = 4]:

ls = 1J:
[s =2]:
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Dialectical Modeling Using Another <<Specie)")} of the Generalized "Se/doll FUllction".
F.E.D. designates functions like [gt]A(2As), the functions it uses to model dialectical processes
in general - to model "'dialectic"', of whatever <<species», whether of the '''Systematic'''.
the "'Historical.... the 'Meta-Systematic', or the "'Psycho·Historical'" <<species» -- by the
name "'Seldon Functions.... These functions, in general. have the form [gl]"(n"'s), where D

denotes any '"Natural" Number. But only the values n = 2 and n = 3 seem widely efficacious.

When n = 2, the "dyad", the 'series of series' of which the modeled categorial progressions
consist - the series of "non·amalgamative" sums of ever greater nwnbers of IC8tegorigrams' as s

escalates - takes the form of a dyad [for s = 1], followed by a 'dyad of dyads' [for s = 2J,
followed by a 'dyad of 'dyads of dyads" [for s = 3J, and so on.

Moreover, the leading 'categorigram', the 'meristemaP ideogram, the '.!!!!!.S!' of highest index,
representing the category of highest inclusiveness in each series, in each non-amalgamative sum
!tep, is the one that represents the newest, next "antithesis" or 'contra-thesis'. That onto also
represents only the stage afthe •"formal subsumption'" of all previously extant '~' by this
latest emergent 'onto'. Fonnulae of the from [gIJ A(2"s) generate 'progressions 0/antitheses'.

When n = 3. the '''triad.... the 'series of series' of which the modeled categorial progressions
consist - the series of "non-amalgamative" swns of ever greater numbers of 'categorigrams' as S
escalates - takes the form of a triad [for s = 1], followed by a 'triad of triads' [for s = 2],
followed by a 'triad of 'triads of triads" [for s = 3], and so on.

Moreover. the leading 'categorigram', the 'meristemal' ideognun, the 'onIO' of highest index,
representing the category of highest inclusiveness in each series, in eaeh non-amalgamative swn
!tep, is the one that represents the newest, ne>..1 full "synthesis" or 'uni-thcsis'. That onto also
represents the stage of the full. "'real subsumption'" of all previously extant 'ontos' by the
latest emergent 'onto', Formulae of the ronn [9.I]"'(3"s) generate 'progressions o/svntheses'.

The process of the [g1]"'(3"'s) Seldon Function goes as follows. The self-multiplication - the
sel(.operdlion - of each ncw full "synthesis" generates the next "antithesis", Then, next, the
'inter-multiplication' - the 'inter-operation' - of that new "antithesis" with its source
"synthesis" generates he next full "synthesis". Increasing numbers of 'partial synthesis'
categories/terms are also generated, and 'inter-populate' between the successive "antitheses" and
full "syntheses" as s escalates.

Viewed more closely, what happens. within each unit-increment escalation of the s «independent
variable" or 'drivor' of this Seldon Function, as assigned to a given universe of discourse, is this:

The <<archi»-tJresis ontological categorigram, call it !lA, is squared, thereby 'combining with
itself', to form the first 'meta-monadic', 'meta-ontie' antithesis to that thesis. call it !lAA, or 908.

Next, this first antithesis categorigram, g8, multiplies, thereby combining with, the first thesis
categorigram, gA, to form the combination g8A, denoting the first ffullJ synthesis.

Thereafter, this process repeats in an ever-expanding sense, on an ever-expanding scale, with the
inclusion of ever more 'partial syntheses'.

Each successive 'full synthesis' is reconceptualized as a fresh. new thesis. Operating upon itself.
that thesis produces the new current antithesis. Then, that thesis combines with its new antithesis,
producing the new, current 'full synthesis'.
&·12· MIt12. Mcta·;\loudolocY (v.l.29.07.2oo8] II, 34 U1r,,"'d.s.mChr F. E,.Q.



ore and m re partial syntheses' ar also produced in between each ne antithesis and -full
synthesis' Ie ulting from the multiplicati combinations of each ne antith is with all earlier
full and partial ntheses as 11 as with all earlier antithesis terms.

The 's-epoch emergence 0 ea h n w antithesis signifies its formal subsumption ' of all

pr iOtlsIy-posited ontology. The emcrg nee, in the immediately- ucceeding 'S-epoch , of the
fujI spectrum of 'partial synthesis' combinations with that new antithesis, crowned with its new
'full synthesis', signifies the ad ent of its 'real subsumption of all previous ontolog .

Recasting the e emplificatory model of the dialectic of Phonetic Writing Systems in the idiom
of the fgL]J\(3J\s) species oftbeSeldon unction is left as an e re' forthe interested reader.
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As stated at the outset of this Part, I hold that the new, heuristic <<orgallon» of the Q
dialectical ideograph portends a cognitive revolution. I hold further that such a re olution is
prerequisite to a successful social re olution against the gathering totalitarian darkness of lare 
tendentiall state- - capitalist society. The Q ideography is but the first su h - th simpl the
least . thought-coner t ., in its expressi po er - in a ",,-bole dialectical progression of

dialectical ideographie . The full ground from which this com' lion grov.'S cannot be
e tered into e idence on the basis of th application of this new ideographical <<organon» to
the modeling of ursIe ali dialectics alone. e must - to exemplify lh xperi nces that suppl
the fuller forces hi h birth this convi tion - dri deeper into the terrain of The Dialectic of
the Dialectic Itself i. . into the terrain of the categorial exposition pr ible as follo

Dehronic Dialectic' -) SYnchronic Dialectics + Dia h nit Dialectics

'"chronic Dialectics + =-:.:==..:::;=:..====
Psycho-Historical Dialectics

With the curved arrow-head arrow symbol '--)' standing for 'goes to or "becomes' in the
context of conceptual expository presentational progression;

or:

~===:..:D:.:.I:.::·a:.:.;le:.;:c:.:,ti:.,:·cs~ + . on I Dialectics

P 'cho-Historical Dialecti

I.e.

g -) g +g -) fl +g +g"'+g

or simply

(Dialectical S

or

nchronic Dialectics A 2A s),

or more compactl sti II

[gs] "(2A s) for = 0 through s = 2.

OnI b entering into at least the domain of.:::;..:=:.:~~~==~
we further evince this con . tion.

That entering..:in is plano d as the work of the next Part s) of this text.

...:.=;;.;..::;.;..;;.;;.=-===== can
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